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SUMMARY

This is a report by the Historical Evaluation and Research
Organization to the Office of Education on a study entitled
"Study to Develop a Research Program for the Design Development
of Modern College Libraries." The researchers felt that it was
unrealistic to consider academic libraries in isolation from the
academic processes which it is their purpose to support. All
aspects of college information systems, and of the process of
information transfer by means of media including (but not limited
to) books were explored in the process of the study.
In the performance of the study two principal research methliterature review and field observations and interods were used:
views. Although not originally anticipated, the observation and
interview program provided the principal basis for the findings
and conclusions of the report; some 56 academic and other institutions were visited, more than 120 persons were interviewed.

The objective of the study was "to ascertain the extent to
which a research program can be formulated to develop from inception a completely modern library for a new, four-year liberal arts
college, to the end that a practical laboratory and demonstration
model library could be created, utilizing and implementing the
proven new library and information storage, retrieval, and transfer techniques that have evolved in recent years, in order to facilitate library development for new colleges, or library redevelopment
for existing colleges."
Based primarily upon the observation and interview program,
a survey of the status of "College Libraries and Information Systems Today" is presented in the report. This survey discusses
technological developments and new media affecting libraries and
information systems; new educational concepts affecting libraries;
and problems, trends, and changes that are relevant to the objective
of the study. It also reports on some relevant European developments in Denmark, the Netherlands, France, and Great Britain.
The interviews and the survey of recent literature revealed
an overwhelming consensus of informed opinion on the need for a
coordinated and comprehensive research program which would enable
academic libraries to adapt themselves to new technologies and new
educational concepts. The report discusses at some length the
nature of research required in such a program. Based upon this discussion, a proposed research program is laid out in considerable
1

detail, and presented in outline form in the Conclusions.
Conclusions are summarized as follows:
A.

Organization for Direction, Coordination, and
Evaluation
1.
2.

B.

Research program objectives
Machinery for authoritative, responsible
direction

Systems and Systems Analysis
1.
2.

3.
4.

C.

These

The library as the prototype academic information system
Relationships between academic information
systems
Systems analysis methodology
Continuing research in information transfer

Opportunities and Problems in New Technologies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Man-machine relationships
Non-book (audio-visual) media
Reprography
Miniaturization
Automation
Cooperative research with industry

Interrelationship of Education, Information, and
Library Service
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

E.

Coordination of Administration with User-Oriented
Service
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

F.

Theoretical premises
Image and self-image of the librarian
Role of information systems in the educational
process
Learning centers and their problems
The Library-College movement

The concept of user-oriented service
Evaluation of administration and service
efficiency
Employment of part-time student help
Centralized and/or packaged processing
Budgets and operations

Information Storage and Retrieval Possibilities
1.
2.
3.

History and trends
Requirements and goals
Possible research and development
2

G.

Specifics of Establishing a New College Library
1.
2.
3.

Operational philosophy
Organizational relationships
Practical planning considerations

The report recommends that the Office of Education should
approve a program along the lines of that presented in the Conclusions, and that, in view of the absence of an existing mechanism suitable to implement such a program (including control;
coordination, supervision, and evaluation), the Office of Education should also, at an early date, sponsor an intensive one-week
workshop of no more than ten qualified scholars to prepare detailed
recommendations for appropriate machinery to implement the proposed
research program.
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A RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR SMALL COLLEGE LIBRARIANS
AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A HERO Study Report

PREFACE

This is a report on a study entitled: "Study to Develop a
Research Program for the Design Development of Modern College
Libraries," undertaken by the Historical Evaluation and Research
Organization (HERO) on the basis of a cost-sharing contract with
the United States Office of Education, which provided 83.2% of
the budgeted cost of the research. The remainder of the budgeted
cost, and additional expenditures, were incurred by the Historian aspect of
cal Evaluation and Research Organization (HERO) as
support which it has provided the College of the Potomac project,
in
for the establishment of a new four-year, liberal arts college
the Washington metropolitan area.
The terms of reference for the study are contained in the
study proposal submitted to, and approved by, the Office of Eduis comcation. The study was initiated on June 29, 1967, and
pleted with the submission of this report to the Commissioner of
Education.
The study participants are listed below:
Billie P. Davis; Administrative Assistant, College of the
Potomac
T.N. Dupuy; Executive Director, Historical Evaluation and
Research Organization; Trustee, College of the Potomac;
Study Director
Marguerite Fischer; Library Consultant
Grace P. Hayes; Staff Member, Historical Evaluation and
Research Organization
Gerald J. Sophar; Executive Director, Committee to Investigate Copyright Problems; Information Systems Consultant
and the auThe Study Director was the principal researcher,
thor of this report. Mrs. Fischer and Mr. Sophar contributed
to the prepgreatly to the development of the study methodology,
Appendices C and D),
aration of the initial documents (contained in
4

and carried out much of the essential search and review of literature in the fields of librarianship and of information systems,
Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Hayes =assisted in the organization and analysis of the materials collected in the process of the study, in
prt.paring various portions of manuscript for the report, and in
the editing of the overall report.
As Study Director, and as the author of this report, l am
pleased to acknowledge the very important contributions to this
study made by the other participants, and recognize that whatever
merit the report may have is largely the product of their efforts.
This does not in any way relieve me, however, of full responsibility for the report and for any shortcomings that it may have.

T. N. Dupuy
Executive Director

McLean, Virginia
March 15, 1968
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

This report presents the results of a study, the object of
which (as stated in the terms of reference, Appendix A), was "to
ascertain the extent to which a research program can be formulated to develop from inception a completely modern library for
a new, four-year liberal arts college, to the end that a practical laboratory and demonstration model library could be created,
utilizing and implementing the proven new library and information
storage, retrieval, and transfer techniques that have evolved in
recent years, in order to facilitate library development for new
colleges, or library redevelopment for existing colleges."
In pursuit of this objective, the researchers did not consider that they were limited by traditional concepts of libraries
as merely repositories of books and other printed materials. In
the process of the study one of the researchers suggested that
the definition of a library, at least within the framework of
this study, should be as follows:
"A library is a collection of informationtransferring material which is arranged, organized,
and controlled for the purpose of study and research,
or of general recreational information transfer. The
principal content of a library is usually printed or
written material in the form of books, and the principal means of information transfer is reading; many
libraries, however, include collections of films,
microforms, phonograph records, sound tapes, lantern
slides, and the like, which transfer information by
means other than reading."

The researchers felt that it was unrealistic to consider
academic libraries in isolation from the academic processes
which it is their purpose to support. It was believed to be important to investigate various ways in which the contents, or
potential contents, of a college library are being or could be
applied in the educational process. Thus all aspects of college
information systems, and of the process of information transfer
by means of media including (but not limited to) books were explored in the process of this study.
0

Methodology
The research team included one professional librarian, one
information systems specialist, two social scientists with extensive research experience, and one education specialist. One of
the social scientists, the project director, has also had considerable college and university teaching experience. Two principal
literature review and field observaresearch methods were used:
tions and interviews. Throughout the process of the study the researchers kept reminding themselves that their objective was not
to seek answers, but rather to seek questions as a basis for elaborating a long-range research program from which, it is to be
hoped, answers to the questions will eventually emerge.
The first step in the research process was to establish at
least a tentative model of the kind of institution for which the
research would be undertaken. This resulted in the preparation of
"Postulated Context," (Appendix B) which desa paper entitled:
cribes the kind of "new, four-year liberal arts college" which the
researchers believe was envisaged in the statement of the study
objective.

The researchers believed that a useful basis for the exploration would be to examine the impact of new and unconventional processes on traditional library functions and services. For the purpose of this research 'new and unconventional processes" were considered to be any techniques, media, tools, or systems to be found
in college libraries or information systems today or in the near
future, but that would not be present in the traditional or conventional library of the recent past. Appendix C includes the "Preliminary List of Non-Conventional Processes" that was prepared by
Work Sheet," of which
the research team, and a sample "Process
ten were prepared, to indicate the impact of each of the non-conventional processes on conventional library functions and services
(as perceived by the study team) in the library world in general,
and in the small college library in particular. From the entries
and remarks to be recorded on the ten different process work sheets,
it was hoped that the areas requiring further research, and thus
the elements of the research program, would become evident.
The list of processes and the process work sheets, however,
proved to be more useful as a basis for discussion with librarians
and other scholars interviewed in the course of the project, than
they did in accomplishing their original purpose. It was discovered that to complete these work sheets in a thorough, comprehensive manner would require a greater expenditure of research effort
than the budget would allow. We think this would be worthwhile
within the research program we recommend, however.
7

Considerable thought and preparation were devoted to the preparation for the interview procram planned for the project. It was
believed that the list of non-conventional processes and a sample
of the processes work sheet should be sent to each person to be
interviewed. To provide the prospective interviewee with as clear
a picture of the nature of the study as possible, each was sent an
extract from the proposal approved by the Office of Education and
a copy of the "Postulated Context" paper. Also, to suggest the
kind of questions that would be asked in the interview, a list of
six questions was sent. At the interview itself, a lengthy "Interview Work Sheet" provided the basis for discussion. (The list of
questions, and the Interview Work Sheet are included in Appendix
D.)

In the interview, both the interviewer and the interviewee
had a copy of the Interview Work Sheet in front of them. This
provided a basis for discussion which was not, however, limited to
the topics on the work sheet. Notes taken during the interview
were elaborated into an extensive, informal, confidential, memorandum for the record. In those cases where it was felt advisable,
a copy of the memorandum was sent to the interviewee for his information, and for comment.
It was soon found that the interviews were providing even
more value to the object of the study than had been originally
anticipated. Consequently, the interview program was substantially
increased, from an original estimate of about 20, to a total number
of approximately 120 scholars and specialists who were interviewed
in the course of this project. This includes 19 individuals interviewed in Denmark, the Netherlands, France, and Great Britain
in the expectation--which proved to be well-founded--that foreign
experience would have considerable relevance. (This foreign portion of the interview program was supported completely by nonGovernment funds.) Since some of the individuals interviewed were
"tarc;ets of opportunity," they did not have a chance to see the
preliminary papers in advance. These were, however, a relatively
small proportion of those interviewed. In some instances, where
it did not seem appropriate (as, for example, when observing an
innovational educational process only remotely related to libraries), the interview work sheet was not employed.

On balance, the interview program in this study has provided
the main basis for the contents of this report, and for the research program which is presents.
Appendix E lists the institutions visited, and the individuals interviewed, during the interview program.
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II.

COLLEGE LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS TODAY;

A SUMMARY STATUS REPORT

Technology and the New Media
The college library is faced not only with the problems imposed by the current and continuing multiplication of printed
materials--books and periodicals--but with problems related to
the growing numbers of other materials and means for transmitting
information or ideas. While the appropriate relationship of these
non-book media to the traditional library has not yet been clarified, they are--to the extent that they provide sources and resources for scholarly research--in fact supplemental and complementary to printed books and so have an impact on the college
library.
The new information media or processes can be grouped roughly
into four categories: audio-visual, reprographic, miniaturized,
and automated. The first of these includes recordings and sound
tapes, various types of projectors for still or animated images,
radio, and television.
Reprographic media range from carbon paper, through conventional printing, to the numerous duplicating processes based on
electrostatic techniques. The audio-visual and reprographic categories are beginning to overlap, as in facsimile transfer. The
ease with which printed materials may be duplicated in the various
reprographic techniques raises the serious problem of the violation
of copyrights. Although librarians do not seem to be particularly
concerned about this, it is a matter that must be given serious
consideration.

Miniaturization includes any method of reducing documents in
size for purposes of convenience and saving space. The most common manifestation of miniaturization is microform--photographic
images on roll film or microfiche, or various types of aperture
cards or opaque cards. In these the reduction in size from original documents is usually about 20 to 1 (the government standard
is 19 to 1). The most recent microform development is ultramicroform or micro-microform, in which images are reduced 100
times or more.
9

Although far from new, microform has yet to be generally accepted and adopted on a wide scale. Furthermore, its potentialiThe
ties do not yet appear to have been thoroughly investigated.
greatest use has been in taking advantage of the considerable
saving of space which it provides. It also permits libraries to
obtain copies of rare books or books otherwise unavailable or beyond their means. Although most users dislike microform, mostly
because of inconvenience in reading, there is hope that further
research will overcome some of its drawbacks.

In the fourth category--automation--information is manipulated and processed electronically, by computer. The computer
has obvious, although still largely unrealized, capabilities for
handling administrative chores for the librarian and also aiding
his research and research-support function through the retention
and organization of vast numbers of items of information. This
latter potentiality creates a mutuality of interest between the
librarian and the information systems specialist, particularly in
the area of information storage and retrieval.
The proliferation of non-book information media has made it
necessary to develop academic services for the use of these media
that are comparable to services that are performed by libraries
with respect to books. These non-book media services, generally
called Instructional Services, are usually centered in one office
or department which is at some institution independent or, and at
others directly related to, the library. Since such a department
and the library both exist to provide information resources,
their roles are closely related, regardless of the administrative
relationship.
New Educational Concepts Affecting Libraries

In addition to the proliferation of materials and information media, new concepts in education are changing the relationship of the library to the academic community and affecting the
services the library is expected to provide. Many of these concepts have been stimulated by new developments in technology, and
most of them are the subject of considerable discussion.
Hardly a new concept, but one which has been given new emphasis, is independent study, both as a means of accommodating a
progress rate to a student's abilities and as an encouragement to
resourcefulness and responsibility through study in depth. New
techniques of programmed learning--using either a computer, a less
complicated teaching machine, or a structured book--are providing
significant aids to independent study.
Another concept is that of academic integration. This is
manifested in the trend toward consolidation or closer interrelation
10
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of academic departments in an effort to break down barriers between
academic disciplines and to demonstrate to students not only the
interdependence of these disciplines and the various courses in
the curriculum, but also real-life interrelationships.
Particularly exciting is the concept of the audio-tutorial
method of teaching -- designed, developed, and most effectively employed by Professor S.N. Postlethwait, Professor of Botany at
Purdue. This specialized type of programmed instruction relies
upon sound tapes, visual presentations, and laboratory experiments, augmented with demonstrations, printed materials and carefully prepared worksheets. The student works at his own pace,
within a scheduled program (although the system does not need to
be tied to a schedule) assisted by an instructor as necessary.
He may attend a weekly lecture by the professor if he wishes, but
must participate in frequent small group discussions led by an
instructor.

Although the organization and function of the college library
are being affected by all of these technological and conceptual
developments, there is no agreement among librarians as to what
their effect is or what it should be. Perhaps the only area of
agreement is that a library should provide prompt and efficient
service to its users, whether in the maintenance of its collection
of books and other materials, or in their organization so as to
make them readily available.
Relatively little has yet been done to accomplish really effective coordination between libraries and the various other
college information systems or resources, such as the new instructional services in non-book media. At the University of Pittsburgh the problem has been approached by combining all information
and communications services under a Director of Communications,
responsible to the Chancellor.

The Learning Center Concept
Another approach can be seen in the learning center concept.
As a means of most effectively and economically using new electronic media for instruction, and for integrating these with more
traditional, book-based methods, learning centers, or learning
resources centers, are being developed at some colleges, usually
built around a closely coordinated library-audio-visual complex.
In such centers electronic hardware and related equipment and materials are concentrated in a single building or a complex of
buildings, to become the instructional heart of the institution.
Four institutions visited during this study--Stephens College,
Oakland Community College, Oral Roberts University, and Oklahoma
Christian College--have adopted the learning center concept of education. Four others--the Santa Cruz campus of the University of
11

California, the Chicago campus of the University of Illinois,
Florida Atlantic University, and the University of South Florida
The results vary widely, and
--have adopted some features of it.
there is no general organizational pattern. There are common
problems, however, of two types: first, those concerned with
management, structure, coordination of activities, and functional
relationships within the learning center and between the learning
activities and other campus activities; and, second, those related to availability of materials.

Three organizational patterns for learning centers are illustrated in the institutions visited. In the first of these patterns, overall direction is provided by the senior academic administrative staff (academic or assistant dean), with directors
of library and instructional service in co-equal, subordinate
roles. The second is library-oriented, with a single director
trained essentially in library operation and management. The
third is media-oriented, with the emphasis of the direction primarily on non-book media, coordinated with relatively conventional
library activities. In all three of these there remains the need
for considerable cooperation between librarians, media specialists,
and faculty.
The availability of suitable non-book material for a college
learning center presents real problems. Commercially prepared
materials vary in quality and rarely are perfectly suited to an
instructor's approach to his subject. Locally prepared materials
are often amateurish and unsophisticated in techniques. Both
types quickly become outdated. There is rarely time for a professor to prepare adequate materials himself. Live TV presentations on a multi-campus network offer one possible solution to
part of the problems, by providing one professor with time to prepare good and adequate material while another professor is presenting his course.

The College-Library Movement
Hand-in-hand with increasing emphasis on independent study
has emerged the concept of the library-college. This may be defined as "a college in which the dominant learning mode is independent study by the student in the library, bibliographically
guided, intellectually aroused, and spiritually stirred by the
faculty." The library becomes the heart of the college, with
librarians and teachers sharing their traditionally separate
functions. While there is much difference of opinion as to the
degree to which such a development is practicable or desirable,
most educators and librarians are in accord with the aim for close
association of classroom and library.

12

Problems, Changes, and Trends

While relatively few colleges and librarians are seriously
considering developing a learning center or a library-college, in
a number of major functional and operational areas, changes are
being made. Probably the most interest has been shown in automation, but the results have been extremely disappointing.
Despite much talk and planning, relatively little has been
done to use the capabilities of the computer. Although already
an accepted tool of college administration, its relationship to
the library is far from clear. Except for using a computer for
the administrative chores of the library, most librarians are confused, or doubtful, about the possibilities for integrating computer and library services, even in those institutions where the
computer is being used as an instructional and study tool. They
are also reluctant to spend funds from limited budgets on hardware
which they do not understand or trust.
Budget problems, as well as convenience, have had a positive
effect in another area, by stimulating increased use of commercial
services, not only for processing of books but even for their selection and purchase.
Perhaps the greatest developments in college libraries have
been in the area of interlibrary cooperation, both within the
The
academic community and with special libraries outside it.
simplest means of cooperation among libraries is the establishment of a regional union catalog of the holdings of all cooperating libraries. Automation holds great promise in this type of
endeavor. Without or with a union catalog some libraries are arranging for selective specialization and for rapid transfers of
books through interlibrary loans. There has been some talk, but
little action, about establishment of regional, centrally located
depositories to which participating libraries may send littleused books in order to control the size of their collections.

Recent developments have resulted in a trend toward expanding the functions of the librarian himself, at least partially
in the direction of the library-college. One group of librarians
recommends including on the reference staff specialists in all
the academic disciplines, who can increase the usefulness of the
library in specific and informed ways. Those colleges, particularly small ones, which strive to centralize collections and discourage departmental fragmentation, offer both challenge and opportunity to the librarian in providing service to the college
faculty. Optimum student use of the library seems to depend upon
close and cordial cooperation and coordination of library staff
and teaching faculty.
13

The development of an appropriate book collection from among
the myriads of publications is a serious problem for the small
college library. The collection must include the basic reference
tools that guide the searcher to specific sources and the librarian
to the location of the sources, whether in his library or elsewhere. As a guide to the other books that should be included a
librarian may find considerable help in the American Library Association's recent publication, Books for College Libraries, and its
monthly periodical, Choice. While a small library cannot provide
the great resources or research that a university library can, it
must include as many as possible of the books its curriculum and
its faculty users require.
There is a wide range of solutions to the problem of attuning
library acquisitions to the requirements of the faculty. They include informal liaison, assignment of a member of each college department as formal liaison with the library staff, representation
of each department on a central library committee, and assignment
of library staff members as liaison with specific academic departments. Responsibility for assuring good communications between
the library and the academic departments rests with the librarian.
Whether he should also be responsible for the selection of books
is not so generally agreed, and the procedure for book selection
varies even among departments of the same college. Librarians
usually believe that, because of their professional qualifications,
the responsibility should be theirs, subject to faculty advice and
comment.
On all campuses there seem to be faculty library committees,
but these vary widely in their functions and effectiveness. The
effectiveness varies with the organizational relationship, whether
it be direct, through academic deans, or through administrative
vice presidents. Some librarians are active in their relations
with the faculty, endeavoring in this way to make their libraries
a dynamic element in the educational process, while others react
responsively, concentrating on acquiring and organizing their
collections while assuming that their clients will make the most
appropriate use of them.
Uncertainty as to which if any of the new concepts and
largely experimental devices will ultimately prove desirable or
even essential has caused some colleges to delay construction of
library buildings. It seems to be considered by most specialists,
however, that it is vain to delay construction in hope that some
kind of stable equilibrium will be achieved. Instead, new building plans should provide maximum flexibility both in the interior
arrangements and in space for electronic wiring for future
installations.
Construction problems as well as basic problems of library
policy have resulted in increasing use of library consultants,
often with disappointing results. Experience with one library
14
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or with one type of management problem does not necessarily indicate an ability to help with others.
While new techniques of systems analysis seem to be applicable
to library matters, their successful use is handicapped by a lack
of standards, common operational terminology, and meaningful statistics. There is an urgent need for a major effort to remedy
these deficiencies and to obtain uniform statistics upon which to
base the quantitative and the qualitative factors needed for systems analysis, and for evaluating cost effectiveness of library
operations.

The Network Trend

An ambitious effort to exploit new equipment and techniques
began in 1964 with the establishment of the Interuniversity Communications Council. Now with more than 60 participating institutions, representing about 180 campuses, this organization, known
as Educom, seeks to encourage the establishment of electronic
multimedia information networks in order to make material promptly
available to scholars anywhere in the United States. Although
Educom is still in the conceptual stage, it has aroused much comment. While its supporters argue that such developments will
eventually come and must be planned for, there are critics who
suggest that it is unrealistic to anticipate developments still
many years beyond existing capabilities, and to ignore the tremendous costs involved.
There are already in existence several relatively modest
regional library-information networks. The six New England state
university libraries have established a Regional Processing Center, based largely upon common exploitation of tapes provided by
the Library of Congress MARC (machine readable cataloging) program. This center will attempt to provide such basic services as
creation and maintenance of a machine catalog data file and facilities for search and retrieval, production of book labels and book
form catalogs, acquisition control, and production of conventional
catalog cards. Similar networs are being developed in other areas
--notably New York, California, Ohio, and the Pittsburgh region- and may serve as prototypes for regional computerized catalogs in
the future.

Information Storage and Retrieval
Information storage and retrieval systems have been developed
in great variety, primarily in the fields of science, technology,
and statistics. Ranging from the printed abstract and conventional
index to sophisticated computer-based systems, as sources of information they are a concern of the librarian, who must be aware
of the probability of future expansion in this area.
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In the area of non-book information media, a project called
"National Information Center for Educational Media (NICEM)," is
being developed. Its purpose is to establish a complete inventory of the non-book offerings of every commercial organization
and the catalog holdings of as many as possible of the educational
institutions of the United States. This computerized catalog has
implications not only for information storage and retrieval; it
may well be the prototype of a regional network data bank.

Some European Developments

Visits to a few institutions in Denmark, the Netherlands,
France, and Britain revealed some interesting developments.
Whereas in France little is being done, in Denmark and the Netherlands some moves toward library automation are being made, and in
Britain intensive efforts are underway. Britain appears to be
substantially behind the United States in the state of computer
technology, but in its utilization, Britaints status is at least
comparable and in some respects may be ahead. This can in large
part be credited to the Office of Scientific and Technical Information under the Ministry of Education and Science, which coordinates activities relating to information processes and encourages
cooperation between libraries as well as focusing research on
library-connected automation.
Among other developments, courses in library orientation at
the Danish Technological University at Copenhagen and the University of Reading seem to be particularly successful. Information
storage and retrieval is a subject of considerable interest both
in the Netherlands and in Britain, although no European country
seems to use microform as widely as the United States. In Britain
some central depositories are being established, to control the
size of collections by thinning-out, or purging, little-used books
and at the same time make the available to a larger group. Standards of library statistics are the subject of investigation by the
British Standing Committee on National and University Libraries.

One of the most interesting developments is the "Bibliophone"
book retrieval system at the Technical University of Delft.* A
dialed request from a reader activates a computer which alerts the
attendant in the appropriate book stack and tells him with a
*A new American tool that seems to promise help in providing
books more rapidly to the user is a system for automated book retrieval called the "Randtriever," which will automatically seek a
book from the stacks, deliver it to the circulation desk, and return it to the stacks after use. Although expensive to install,
this system may prove well worth its initial cost.
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pattern of lights which book is requested and where it is located. He merely has to remove it from the shelf and deliver it
by chute to the circulation desk.
The use and availability of non-book media is less developed
in these countries than in the United States, but experiments are
being conducted at the University of Sussex and other British
institutions.

III.

THE REQUIREMENT FOR A RESEARCH PROGRAM

The librarians and information systems specialists interviewed in the course of this study were unanimous in endorsing the
need for an overall, coordinated research program for the design
of small college libraries, such as is envisaged in the statement
of objective of the study. The emphatic nature of their responses,
the amazing degree of identity and similarity in suggestions for
specific study, and the extensive corroboration in recent literature of the urgent requirement for research in the same general
areas suggested in our interviews, all indicate that these comments should not be discounted.
Bulletin (May 1967) is
A recent issue of the Wilson Libra
devoted to "A Kaleidoscope View of Li rary Researc 2" in which the
general and specific requirements of library research, as seen by
leading library educators and practicing librarians, are discussed.
Many of these published views are representative of, and consistent
with, the attitudes noted in the survey.

The General Requirement

The editors of the Wilson Librar Bulletin were impelled to
seek the views of eminent aut orities for t eir special issue because of their conviction that 'the greatest problem facing the
American library profession Lig the need for qualified research
into librarianship." The extent to which this conviction is generally shared is shown by the following typical comments:
"Library research is non-cumulative, f rag Philip H. Ennis:
mentary, generally weak, and relentlessly oriented to immediate
practice."'

"There is evidence in the years behind
Robert L. Gitler:
of effective research studies and projects with result.
us
ing applications that most of us are aware of. But how many of
us heed these, have made searching inquiry? How many of us,
through the literature, know what has been done, or have
.

1. Wilson Library Bulletin, May, 1967 (hereinafter WLB, May
'67), p. 399.
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discovered what some of the backgrounds have been to stimulate
research in librarianship?"
Sidney L. Jackson: "There has been no rigorous accounting
of what research is needed, on what scale of priority 4 within what
organizational framework, or under what commitments."'

"We need research that will show what student and
Ray Smith:
adult service is required if we are to cope with changing educational approaches, technology, and the population mobility that
continuously demands flexible library services."4
"I do believe that as a profession we have not
Peter Hiatt:
done enough to support and encourage research."5
"No area of library activity has been blessed
David Kaser:
with even a fraction of the research attention it needs and deserves, and as a result, instead of administering our efforts from
the vantage point of sound management knowledge and resulting selfconfidence, we have based decisions upon hunch, intuition, and a
professional mystique. "6

The many specific suggestions for research can be categorized
(1) Systems, and systems design; (2) Opporin five main areas:
tunities and problems created by new technology and techniques;
(3) Interrelationship of education, information, and library
services; (4) Coordination of administration with user-oriented
service; and (5) Potentialities of information storage and retrieThe following paragraphs reflect the views of librarians who
val.
believe that there is need for research in each of these areas.
The remainder of the report will be devoted to the specifics of
what should be included in the research program for each of these
areas to assist in the development of small college libraries.

Systems and Systems Design
Probably the most insistent recommendation among those interviewed, as well as among those who wrote their comments for the
---....11......
2. Ibid., p. 905.
3. Ibid., p. 909.
4. Ibid., p. 912.
5. Ibid., p. 923.
6. Ibid., p. 924.
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Wilson Library Bulletin, was the need for the application of systems analysis, and the techniques of cost effectiveness evaluation,
to the problems of libraries and librarianship. Some typical
comments:
"LibrariDavid Xaser, in the article already referred to:
find themselves in a society that can decipher the
ans
.
Etruscan alphabet, plot with accuracy the Sea of Tranquility, and
plumb the intricacies of the DNA molecule, but they cannot say
with certainty how much it costs to catalog a book, how to maximize library service in a decentralized system, or what kind of
physical accommodations readers need or prefer."7
.

.

"One reason that new research avenues are not
H.C. Campbell:
opened up is that librarians do not believe that data about librarianship can be quantified. This is mainly the result of poor
training in library schools and poor professional practice. There
is no aspect of librarianship that cannot be quantified, and for
which mathematical models and simulated work routines cannot be
constructed."8
"Sounder programs of library education
Virginia Lacy Jones:
could be developed if all types of libraries could clearly and
specifically describe the wide range of tasks that must be perPerhaps the
formed to enable them to achieve their goals
first step in this direction is detailed analysis of the utilization of manpower, as it now exists, in a sample of various sizes
and types of libraries."9

Opportunities and Problems Created
by New Technologies and Techniques

There are among librarians two widely divergent views of the
opportunities and problems created by modern technology. On the
one hand we find the librarians who see in the new developments
opportunities to improve and enrich traditional library functions
and services. Guy R. Lyle, who does not share this point of view,
calls its adherents "technologists" in a recent article.10 The
other viewpoint, apparently held by a majority of librarians,

7. Ibid., p. 923.
3. Ibid., p. 911.
9. Ibid., p. 913.

10. Guy R. Lyle, "Stress and Strain in Academic Librarianship," Library Journal, January 15, 1968, p. 153.
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including Lyle, looks with alarm at these new developments, which
they believe threaten basic values of librarianship, and of educascholtion, substituting impersonal machinery for warm, personal
but at
arship. Lyle calls those who think this way "humanists,"
least one unsympathetic scholar refers to them as "nostalgists."

The issue is presented eloquently by Lyle: "There are two
The first--seeing the
streams of thought in librarianship.
library as rooted in book knowledge with enthusiasm for bibliographical skill as its professional capital--is literary, perIts opposite--seeing librarianship as
sonal, and contemplative.
primarily a service agency which must develop smooth-running
automata to cope with the growing vastness of knowledge and speed
it on its way to the user--is severely technological, impersonal,
From the 1920s through the 1950s . . . neiand empirical.
ther Lthe technologist nor the humanist7 dominated the field of
librarianship without the presence in some form of the other.
That is, until the 1960s. . . .
"The dominant fact of our time is the burgeoning of knowledge and technology. At the same time, specializations prolifercommuniate. The library is viewed as one element in a complex
cation system and the pressure is on librarians to produce better
and faster ways of organizing and retrieving information if the
library is to stay in business. The coordinate status of
humanistic-technological librarianship has been eroded. Technology rides the throne and the humanists are in the anteroom.
"Special institutes, conferences, and seminars create a
clamor for training in the application of data processing to
library technical operations and the use of computers for inforindustrimation storage and retrieval. Information science is
professional field,
ously thrusting itself forward as a separate
sometimes without even so much as a bow in the direction of librarianship, while library schools are hastening to add courses
in library automation. Library writings in the professional
journals have become excessively preoccupied with mechanical
matters, with systems analysis, environmental carrels, computergenerated catalogs, and with announcements of staggering grants
for research in library technology. . . ."

The issue is presented somewhat differently, however, by
"Is there a place for libraries in an electronic
H.C. Campbell:
culture, one of simultaneity, or are they by their very nature
doom?"11
trapped in a linear and nonsensory mold that spells their

11.

WLB, May '67, p. 911.
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Interrelationship of Education,
In_ formation, and Library Services

Elsewhere, in that same article, H.C. Campbell suggests that
the divergence between the "technologists" and the "humanistnostalgists" may be less important to the future of libraries and
librarianship than is a failure to explore the interrelationship
between libraries and the transmission of knowledge. Pleading for
"The area that
research into such fundamental matters, he says:
profession
is the
should be of greatest concern to the library
communication of knowledge in all its forms, and the use and enOnly when we are able to convince
.
joyment of such knowledge.
librarians that they must raise questions about knowledge in all
its aspects outside, as well as inside, the existing structures of
libraries will we begin to know more than we now do about the profession of librarianship."
.

.

"There is a
A similar plea is voiced by Mary L. Woodworth:
basic need to question the cherished theories, beliefs, practices,
and accumulated folklore of our profession. These customs and
practices have grown up through the years, and have come to be "12
accepted by some, sanctified by others, but questioned by a few.

"In an age of mass media, which so
Samuel Rothstein writes:
often distort and debase communication, the library has a particularly important role to play in the fullest provision of impartial, many-sided information. In an age when information explodes
and people must go on learning all their lives, librarians have a
particularly important role to play in helping people secure the
information they need."13

Coordination of Administration
with User-Oriented Service
Peter Hiatt summarizes many of the other comments on the need
for more research in the ways in which library administration can
"We have yet to produce
best be related to user-oriented service:
Most, if not
a study on the user's approach to knowledge.
all, of the current experiments in data processing and computer
application to libraries are in the area of technical services,
and the use of data processing and computer equipment seems to be
We can
for the librarian's, rather than the user's benefit
find examples of libraries employing mechanical equipment which
.

.

12. WLB, May '67, p. 947.

13. Samuel Rothstein, "In Search of Ourselves," Library
Journal, January 15, 1960, p. 156.
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increases the user's, not the librarian's, work in registering
and borrowing materials."14
Similarly, L. Quincy Mumford, Librarian of Congress, says:
"Among the general studies relating to bibliographical control I
would give first place to the subject of user studies and the need
for research on at least two of its aspects: user needs and user
habits."15

Potentialities of Information
Storage and Retrieval
One of the classic works on the future and potentialities of
libraries and librarianship, which has fascinated the "technologistz," and presumably has upset the "humanists-nostalgists," is
I.C.R. LicP3ider's Libraries of the Future.16 Whether or not
libraries in the futurewill 166k like the image created by Licklider, is not clear. It is certain, however, that the things
which he visualizes will exist, in forms not too different from
his images.
Many of the technologists believe that if librarians as a
profession do not undertake research into the areas pointed out
by Licklider, the library function and librarianship as they are
now conceived may disappear. This is what Ralph Parker has in
mind when he writes:
"During the past few years nonlibrarians interested in documentation and information science have implicitly assumed that the
retrieval of information has not been the prime function of librarians for centuries. Although the assumption is patently false,
librarians themselves have been, to a large degree, responsible for
the misrepresentation. On the one hand they have been too satisfied with the provisions which have been made by libraries cast in
the nineteenth century mold to meet the needs of scholars and of
general library users of the twentieth century. On the other hand,
they have not been willing to understand the gropings of tie nonlibrarian or to contribute in harnessing the new irAchnology to
meet the bibliographical and informational needs or our society.
By so doing, they have given the impression to the outsider that
librarianship has nothing to offer. .
.

14. WLB, May '67, p. 927.
15. Ibid., p. 926.

16. Licklider, J.C.P., Libraries_
Cambridge, 1965.
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"Librarians have been passive toward the information which
technical information
Because of this
they handle.
.
centers are arising as independent and often competing agencies.
Research into the most effective organizational structure which
can provide for the acquisition, the organization, and the retrieval of informational soucres, and for the effective dissemination of information is required."17

17. WLB, May '67, pp. 919-920.
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IV.

RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Organization for Direction,
Coordination, and Evaluation

Research Program Objectives
The ultimate purpose of this study is to design a research program that will facilitate establishment of new college libraries in
particular and (to the extent that there is a difference) new college
information systems; this program would also contribute to the renovation of existing college libraries and information systems. Such
a research program must be besed upon a large-scale, comprehensive
survey of the college library situation as it exists and the problems
and developments in other areas,--such as industry and research
libraries--that could have a bearing on college libraries and related
resource collections.
This study in itself comprises at least a start toward such a
survey, and the necessary identification and discussion of the relevant problems and developments. If, therefore, a decision is made
to implement a research program such as that which is proposed in
this study, one of the first actions to be taken by the implementing
authority should be to determine the extent to which this study suggests adequate objectives for the overall program.

Machinery for Authoritative,
Responsible Direction

A comprehensive research program covering all of the areas that
require study, and that are relevant to the establishment of college
libraries and information transfer systems, will be meaningless and
will result in more of the "non-cumulative, fragmentary" research of
which Philip Ennis complains, unless there is a mechanism provided
for authoritative, responsible direction, to include means for coordinating the diverse elements of the program, and for constant evaluation of the research program on a continuing basis.
The results of the interview program of this study, confirmed
by already quoted comments on the current state of library research,
suggest that there is not at present any mechanism in existence which
could provide the control, coordination, supervision, and evaluation
which would be essential, either for American academic libraries in
general, or college libraries in particular. Thus it seems conclusive
that the research program will not accomplish its purpose unless a
new, strong mechanism is provided.
The British example, with the government Office of Scientific
and Technical Information (OSTI) effectively sponsoring, stimulating,
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and coordinating research would suggest that the mechanism might best
be provided by an existing or new government agency. However, a review of the present situation in the U.S. Government suggests that
the British example is not relevant. There are, for instance, overlapping and apparently conflicting responsibilities and authority of
several government agencies in the field of library research, as the
Office of Education, the National Science Foundation, the Library of
Congress, and the Committee on Scientific and Technical Information.
It is doubtful if assignment of the responsibility for implementing
this research program would be undertaken by any of these agencies
in the manner required so long as their respective areas of responsibility remain unclear. The establishment of a new committee under
any one of these agencies does not offer any greater promise of producing a strong implementing mechanism; this is evidenced by the fact
that there is already such a committee in existence--an Advisory Committee to the Commissioner of Education on research and training for
Jibraries and librarianship, set up by the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Thus it seems that the British example is less relevant than one
might hope. OSTI is effective not only because the problem is physically much smaller, but even more because the British realize that
only through such coordination can they hope to keep up with the more
technologically advanced, and wealthier United States. That motivation
is lacking in this country.
Yet the existing situation also suggests that it is doubtful if
any stronger implementing mechanism can be provided by or within
existing private or professional associations or research organizations, such as the American Library Association (ALA), or the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL--within the ALA), the
Association of Research Libraries (ARL), the Council on Library Resources (CLR), and the American Society for Information Science (ASIS;
formerly American Documentation Institution).
It is beyond the scope of this study to develop a structural
framework or plan for administrative and technical machinery that
would provide authoritative, responsible direction and implementation for an ongoing research program. Yet such machinery is clearly
essential if the research program produced by this study is to have
any meaning or effect.
A first step in this direction would be for a small group of
respected librarians and scholars of librarianship to consider all
of the alternative ways in which this machinery could be established,
and to submit appropriate recommendations to all interested Government and private agencies, such as those listed in earlier paragraphs.
Such recommendations could be prepared by a group of approximately ten
carefully selected individuals participating in an intensive workshop-conference for about one week. This workshop--sponsored by the
Office of Education's current Library and Information Science Research
Program--could include the directors of three relevant research projects already being sponsored by that Program, plus representatives
from the five private agencies mentioned in an earlier paragraph (ALA,
ACRL, ARL, CLR, and ASIS). These eight participants might also select
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no more than three additional specialists to join them in this
workshop. Representatives of interested Government agencies could,
of course, observe.
Among the alternatives this workshop might consider, are the
following:
* A Standing Committee on College Libraries and Information
Transfer Research appointed by the U.S. Commissioner of Education
(see Appendix F); the difficulties of assuring effective implementation of research by such a committee are discussed above;
* Implementation of the program, under Office of Education sponsorship, by a private organization, such as ALA, ACRL, ARL, CLR, or
ASIS; again difficulties discussed above must be recognized;
* Support by the Office of Education (or other Government Agency
or private foundation) of a Research Institute for College Libraries
at an existing graduate library school; such a research institute
might have the benefit of guidance from a committee such as suggested
in Appendix F;
* Support by the Office of Education (or other Government agency
or private foundation) of a Research Institute for College Information Transfer to be established at a small college with a particularly dynamic library program; such a research institute might
also have the benefit of guidance from a committee such as suggested
in Appendix F;
* Sponsorship by the Office of Education, in cooperation with
one or more selected private agencies, of a private and independent
ad hoc group or committee, which might be organized along the lines
suggested in Appendix F;
* Some other mechanism.

stems and Systems Analysis
To assure a sound, consistent basis for control and coordination of the various research projects within a large, comprehensive
program, it is essential to establish a requirement for generally
agreed missions, functions, and standards for college libraries and
information systems. This will demand a detailed systems analysis of
college information systems, including libraries. This intensive cooperative effort will involve librarians, non-book media specialists, edueducation, and comcation specialists particularly concerned with higher
petent systems analysts. The definitions, standards, and relationships
resulting from this analysis will provide the integrating impetus and a
common basis for all other elements of the overall program. The
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analysis will also provide norms and standards which will be useful in integrating research in other areas related to libraries
and librarianship which are beyond the scope of this study.
The systems analysis will have four, major phases: (1) A
review of the origins and status of the library as the prototype
of academic information systems; (2) A survey of all academic systems which contribute to education by the provision of material
resources of knowledge and information, and services related to
such resources, in the educational process; (3) Development of a
systems analysis methodology applicable to college library operations and operational practices; and (4) Application of systems
analysis to continuing research in information transfer.

The Library as the Prototype Academic
Information Transfer System
Regardless of local situations, or local decisions as to the
relationship between information transfer media in the educational
process in any given college, the library will clearly be the principal element of all academic information transfer systems for the
foreseeable future. Furthermore, there will also be sone form of
relationship between operations to control and organize books and
other written materials and those for the control and organization
of other information transfer media and processes.
Thus a survey of the origins, history, and current status of
academic libraries and librarianship will not only be an essential
first step to meeting the requirements identified earlier in this
study, it will provide a basis for evaluating the relationships
which currently exist, and which will exist in the future, between
book collections and collections of other information resources.
of Librar Processes and Operations. The literature
Histo
inclu es a nume-r o wor s on library history.
of li rarians
These, however, tend to be more narrative than interpretive. !'here
is a widespread conviction among thoughtful students of modern librarianship that a survey of the history of library operations and
of librarianship would provide a better understanding of the origins of modern library practices, and thus would also offer a useful basis for evaluating such practices, some of which do not seem
to be clearly related to current requirements.

It is clear from the comments
Basic Definitions and Concepts.
of people interviewed, as well as from the comments quoted earlier
in this report from recent literature, that no systematic study of
academic libraries is possible without first establishing a common
basis for analysis and comparison of library activities and operaThus, a prerequisite will be the formulation of a compretions.
hensive, standard terminology which will relate to all academic
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library activities, and which will apply to all elements of the
proposed research program; hopefully such a terminology would be
so prepared that it could subsequently be recommended for general
adoption by all libraries and librarians in the nation.

Librar Missions. As will be seen, there are differences of
opinion among i rarians and others in related fields concerning
many areas and many library problems. There is, however, a general consensus among librarians on the four principal elements in
(1) Development of an up-tothe mission of a college library:
date collection of books and other media related to the college
curriculum and adequate for the normal needs of the faculty and
students; (2) Provision of facilities and services which will assure ready access to the collection and maximum use; (3) A system
for quick access to sources outside the college's collection; (4)
Organization and administration of staff and facilities in order
to perform the first three missions efficiently. The continuing
relevance and significance of these, and of other possible library
missions, should be examined.

Relationships Between Academic
Information Systems
Systems Internal to Library Operations. This would involve
a comprehensive survey of current operational practices from a
systems point of view. It would include scrutiny of the following:

A detailed model of a
Traditional Library Operations.
traditional book library would be postulated, and the various
activities related to its functioning as a system would be
described. Its missions and its positive contributions to
the college educational process in accomplishing these missions would be described, as well as its problems and
deficiencies.
Similar models
Other Information S stems 0 .erations.
of er types o co lege informationwould e ma e o a
resource systems now operational on college campuses. These
would include, but not necessarily be limited to, such systems as: audio-visual media from an instructional point of
view; audio-visual media from an independent study point of
view; computer and data processing systems; specialized communications systems. Each of these would be described, along
with contributions, problems, and perceived deficiencies, as
in the model of traditional library operations.
Inte rated S stems (the extended librar
model would 'e ma e o a typical, or an
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conce t).
extended
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library operation, such as is described by Robert Taylor.18
The treatment here would also follow that for traditional
library operations.
Decentralized Library Services. A model would be made
of a typically decentralized college library system, in which
each department or division has its own collection of books
and other resource media, such as tapes, records, and slides.
The strengths and weaknesses of such a system, and the reasons for the frequently opposing views of librarians and
teaching department members will be described and evaluated.

External_Systems. This section of the study would be devoted
to a survey ofthe external information systems to which a college
may belong, or to which its library or other internal information
systems may belong. Each of the possible external systems will be
carefully studied.

Systems Possibilities. In general there are three major
kinds of external systems which can be considered: intercollege cooperation; interlibrary cooperation; and regional
networks involving multi-unit cooperation. Within each of
these three major kinds of systems, there are several possible
kinds of system activities, such as: computerization or automation; unit specialization within the system (for instance,
one library concentrating on scientific literature, another
on the arts, etc.); depository arrangements (in which one library acts as a depository for all little-used items in a
group of two or more libraries, or in which different libraries act as depositories for little-used items within certain
categories); communications (as for instance by commercial
telephone, teletypewriter, special tie lines, radio, etc.);
and other kinds of systems activities which might emerge in
the course of the research.
Inter-College Cooperation. Models would be postulated
of viais operational -forms of inter-college cooperation,
applying one or more of the system activities described in
the previous section. To the extent that these cooperative
arrangements involve libraries and/or other college information systems, these would be described in much the same fashion as for the internal systems and would be subjected to the
same kind of scrutiny.

Interlibrar Coo eration. Many college librarians are
convince t at it is impossible for a small college to have
18. Taylor, Robert S., Definition,Sco e, and Preliminar
Preram for the Librar and Relate Act vities at Hamps ire
o ege, a report date Fe ruary 8, 1967, pp. 11-15.
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an adequate library program with only its own resources. To
the extent that interlibrary cooperation would differ from
inter-college cooperation, models would be postulated, described, and scrutinized as envisaged above.
Regional Networks. Under the category of network activity would be considered such activities as those in New England under the sponsorship of the New England Board of Higher
Education, in New York under the State University of New
York, and in the Pittsburgh region. Models would be made of
at least three networks. At least one should be based upon
an example which is geographically concentrated, as in Pittsburgh; at least one should be based upon an example which is
geographically widespread. The feasibility and the usefulness to small college libraries of the Educom concept would
Similar conhave to be considered in this area of research.
sideration must be given to the possible implications of educational radio and television networks.

Systems Analysis Methodology
Upon the extensive base of information and descriptive analysis provided in the previous section, methodology for the application of systems analysis to college libraries and library operations would be developed.
Despite some tentative efforts recorded in the literature,
systems analysis has never been applied upon an overall, comprehensive basis to the operations of college libraries and college
information systems in general. The principal reason is evidently
a lack of commonly accepted and understood terminology, standards,
The
and procedures which will make systems analysis meaningful.
purpose of this section of the research program is to develop the
required methodology, which can be applicable to any college liThe task is a formidable one, particularly in the area of
brary.
measurement and quantification. Yet there seems to be no reason
why, if approached with sufficient determination, and sufficient
support from such official and semi-official organizations as the
U.S. Office of Education, the American Library Association and
(possibly) the regional accrediting associations, the methodology
cannot be developed.

The importance of the development of such a systems analysis
methodology, and the application to library problems, particularly
in the area of cost-effectiveness was stressed by so many of the
librarians and other scholars interviewed in this study, that it
is believed useful to quote a few typical, and comparable, comments from the research issue of the Wilson Library Bulletin and
elsewhere:
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"Lack of standardization of content and
Philip H. Ennis:
method as well as the failure to secure simultaneous application
Such
to many libraries prevents comparisons among libraries.
comparisons are essential for the understanding of how and why
Particularly
libraries vary in their resources and services.
important /Ts research into7 the problem of measuring library
.

.

.

performanc-em."19

Peter Hiatt:
"The lack of sound information necessary for
accurate predictions is a serious handicap to library development." Later he adds:
"What does a service really cost? When
compared to a feasible alternative is a particular service the
less expensive way to accomplish the same end?"20

"No other business, handling the
Lillian Moore Bradshaw:
amount of funds currently expended by libraries, could exist
without proper m9asurement and evaluation of its market potential
effectiveness. "21

Dorothy Sinclair:
"We need to determine the break-even
point, in actual dollar cost, between local provision of materiMany librarals and request or interlibrary loan service.
ies have determined or estimated the unit cost of processing a
request or interlibrary loan, but I do not know any system which
has taken the further step of determining how many requests for a
title or material on a subject, from a single outlet, would justify, on a pure cost basis, the provision of the material at the
local library. 22
.

.

.

"I, for one, am tired of collection
Aary L. Woodworth:
counts, square feet, stations, and librarians. Such 'research'
is simply not good enough."23
"Since nobody yet appears to have the
Robert F. Munn:
slightest idea how to make a cost-benefit analysis of the contribution of the library, few administrators feel justified in
straying far from the traditional percentage."2'f

.0

19. WLB, May TG7, pp. 899-901.
20. Ibid., pp. 920-923.
21. Ibid., p. 930.
22. Ibid., p. 939.
23. Ibid., p. 947.

24. Munn, Robert F., "The Bottomless Pit, or the Academic Library as Viewed from the Administration Building," College & Research Libraries, January, 1968, p. 53.
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Drafting a detailed work plan for undertaking the research
necessary to solve these problems, and to develop an applicable
systems analysis methodology will require the cooperative efforts
of an interdisciplinary group of scholars, including one or more
specialists in systems analysis. Tentatively, it is suggested
that the approach might take the form suggested below:

Library Functions and Missions. All of the generally recognized library functions and missions should be scrutinized; the
validity of each should be questioned, and alternative possibilities investigated. For instance, several of the specialists
queried in the interview program for this study suggested that
they had doubts about the validity and importance of the "main
entry" concept for cataloging books.
Operations and Operating Efficiencz. The various models
postulated -in the earlidr section of this portion of the program
would all be examined in great detail with a view to determining
the bases for most efficient operation, and for overcoming obstacles to efficiency. In this connection, the degree to which
actual library practice differs, or seems to differ, from library
school theory should be ascertained, and the reasons for any such
difference determined. One or more computerized models may have
to be prepared as a basis for computer analysis of the models, in
terms of their operating efficiency alone, and in relation to the
other systems to which they must be related in the college
environment.

One of the purposes of this
portiaTaffiiaTidy will be to establish standards for library
statistics, and to formulate means for measuring and quantifying
library operations. From existing data, and from the models,
tentative standards and means of measurement can be postulated,
subject to future refinement. These can be tested, in the course
of the research, against actual operations in two or more colleges
selected at random.
Measurement and Statistics.

Cost Effectiveness. The application of the postulated statistical standards and measurement norms against the operations
of the models developed earlier, combined with the testing of
these standards and norms on some typical small college library
operations, should provide a basis for accurate and reliable cost
analysis of college library and other college information systems
operations. This will result in the development of an analytic
tool of the utmost importance to all college administrators.
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Predictions and Projections. The results achieved in the
preceding sections of the proposed research activity should also
provide a basis for projections for future planning far more reof
liable than any means currently available. In this section
the study effcpts will be made to develop appropriate methodology
to this end.

Continuing Research in Information Transfer
There are in existence today several research institutions
devoted to continuing library research in relation to academic
All such research activities appear to be devoted
libraries.
almost exclusively to the requirements and problems of univerObsity, or research, libraries, and not to college libraries.
viously the results of research on information transfer for graduate research libraries is to a considerable degree applicable to
undergraduate libraries. However, it is believed that there is
need for systematic and effective research into the special problems of undergraduate college libraries and information systems.

The difference in requirementsOf a small coMge library and a research library or a
large university library would be investigated carefully. Although there is general agreement that there are differences,
these have not been clearly defined.
Requirements of Small Colleges.

Another hypothesis of the
Opportunities in Sm.111 Colleges.
researchers-a-even-Tang this program is that the problems of a
small college library, and of information transfer within a
college, can best be evaluated in a small college. This, like
the question of requirements, demands objective study. The systems analysis methodology developed earlier should facilitate
this specific investigation.
Role of Government. One of the problems of small colleges
in the area ofinformation transfer is that of limited resources.
The example of the role of the government in the United Kingdom in
maximizing limited resources through centralized coordination of
a widespread, and otherwise unfettered research program, deserves
further investigation.

Another aspect of the role of government in relation to continuing research is the current difficulties which exists in the
United States as a result of conflicting and overlapping authority
and responsibility of various government agencies with respect to
communications and information transfer.
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Opportunities and Problems
in New Technologies

The greatest force for recent changes in education, and particularly in the relationship of libraries and other information
transfer capabilities to the educational process, has been new
developments in technology. New means of doing things, or of accomplishing missions have become available and at the same time
educational content has required adaptation to reflect the technological revolution. Both of these aspects of the impact of
technology on education must be considered in the development of
the research program.
As noted in Section II, above, new technology has had an impact on information transfer in general, and the library in particular, in four principal forms: Non-book (or audio-visual)
media, reprography, miniaturization, and automation. This portion of the long-range research program would be devoted to a
survey of the current status, opportunities, and problems involved in the application of each of these media or processes to
information transfer. It would also consider the way in which
cooperative research with industry might be useful for enhancing
the contributions which each of these technological forms can
make to the educational process in the area of information
transfer.

Nan-Machine Relationships
The Practical Problems of Adoption. History provides a
wealth of examples of the long, and usually painful, process of
the adoption and assimilation of new technological developments,
and related techniques, in various fields of human endeavor.
From these examples it is evident that there is an important distinction to be made between the adoption of a new technology and
It is
its assimilation into established operational systems.
clear that modern education in general, and modern academic libraries in particular, are currently suffering from the problems
inherent in both the processes of adoption and of assimilation.
It is believed that through organized research these processes
could be expedited and made more efficient, while the problems
could be reduced in number and in complexity.

25. See, for instance, Historical Evaluation and Research
Organization, Historical Trends Related to Weapon Lethality,
Washington, 1964, particularly Chapter IV, and Annexes III-A,
Ill -B, and III-C.
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being
Three principal areas of exploration are envisaged as
develrelevant to the process of adoption of a new technological
First
opment, and the practical problems which are involved.
developments
there is the question of relating or adapting the new
Second there is the
to old or existing practices and methods.
will open
possibility that a new technology or item of equipment
up conceptual possibilities hitherto unthought of, or eliminate
difficulties which, had been assumed to be inevitable. Finally,
stages
there is the question of hardware deficiencies during early
of any adoption process; if the nature of a deficiency is not
impact not
understood, it can have an unfortunate and unnecessary
only on the adoption process, but upon that of assimilation as
well.

Problemsof_Assimilation. There is an inThe Psyphological,change.
TweliElaman
resistance to crige. Diathe suoressful adoption of
v
a new technological development, and proof of its value to a profession, is often of little significance in having it accepted by the
profession, and in the restructuring of methods and procedures so
that the new development fits into an efficient, functioning system.
There is also a phenomenon which can be ascertained in the
assimilation process in some instances, which could be called
"over-sell." This is when a new development has implications
that are so obviously beneficial or practical that a substantial
segment of the profession assumes that the mere adoption of the
item assures its automatic and near-immediate assimilation. Unfortunately this can be followed by a counterreaction when practical problems and inevitable hardware deficiencies reveal that
the assimilation process will be neither quick nor easy; this
counterreaction can actually result in resistance, further delaying and impeding the assimilation process. Library automation
seems to be currently suffering from this phenomenon of "oversell."

Non-book (Audio-visual) Media
The existing audio-visual media--sound or audio transfer,
visual transfer, radio and television--would be surveyed, to ascertain current and potential applications to information transfer, from the standpoint of independent study as well as of
instructional aids. In this portion of the research program the
opinions of technical specialists and hardware manufacturers
would be sought to ascertain the possibility of the emergence of
new media or processes.
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With the possible exception of automation, no new technology
has had so profound an effect upon information transfer in general, and library service and operations in particular, as the
newly developed means of reprography, which is here defined as:
"Relatively rapid, convenient, and inexpensive means for more or
less exact duplication of a graphical image (writing on a piece
of paper, a page of a book, a photograph, etc)."
A survey would be made of the status of reprography in educational information transfer. The potentialities of such applications as "on demand reproduction" would be considered, as well
as the problems involved in such applications. The most serious
of these problems is that of copyright, which will require very
s'-evirmS and careful attention within the overall research program, possibly as a separate subject.
Also to be investigated will be the techniques and applications of facsimile transfer, which is, in effect, a combination
of reprography with visual transfer media. This portion of the
project will also require close coordination with that on automation, because of the potentialities of applying computer technology to visual images on a cathode ray tube (CRT).

Miniaturization
Although miniaturization technology has been applied in a
number of ways to library and related information transfer operaThus
tions for a number of years, it is still being developed.
an intensive survey of trends, opportunities, and potentialities
in this area is essential.
The techniques to be covered in this portion of the project
would include minitext, the various kinds of conventional microform (roll microfilm, microfiche, aperture cards, microcards,
etc.), and ultra-microform. Also of importance will be a consideration of the marriage of miniaturization and reprography through
reader-printers and emerging techniques of facsimile transfer of
microforms.

Automation

In the light of proven applications of computers to library
and other information transfer activities, and the additional
tremendous potentialities (some obvious, some only surmised),
automation is perhaps the most important area of research for a
long-range research program. It also is perhaps the most immediately urgent, because of the difficulties which are being enIt is
countered in establishing operationally viable systems.
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beyond the scope of this report to discuss these difficulties,
which are properly topics for the research program herein preFour principal subject-areas are currently envisaged
sented.
as being required within this general research field.
A
Current Role of the Computer in Information Transfer.
survey would examine the already-proven applications both in
terms of improved administrative operations, and in terms of conceptual innovations now made possible through automation.

Trends and Opportunities. Current experimental applications would be explored, and implications assessed. The opinions of leading computer and information systems specialists
would be sought regarding likely developments. This exploration must avoid wishful thinking, and concentrate on those applications which appear to be clearly feasible in the foreseeable
future.

Problems and Deterrents. An intensive, objective, and
critical examination would be made of failures, shortcomings,
and disappointments in the application of computer technology
to information transfer, with a view to ascertaining the reasons
for them, and to making recommendations as to how the problems
and deterrents can be overcome, or how expectations can and
should be brought more closely in line with reality.

Alternative Facilities Possibilities. There appear to be
two main means o1 providing computeiTialities to academic
small on-campus facilities, and shared-time computer
campuses:
These alternatives are currently being studied intenservice.
sively in a number of places. However, the impact of both alternatives on library and related information transfer operations
should be considered as a specific project within this overall
program. This examination would also include consideration of
the organizational relationship between computer facilities and
services available on campus, and the facilities for information
transfer (including the library).

Cooperative Research with Industry

Cooperative research with industry by those responsible for
academic information transfer activities is important. It is
clear from recent developments in special libraries and in industrial information centers that much non-college experience is
Means should be developed
transferrable to academic operations.
whereby such experience can be made more inmediately useful than
:is now generally the case.
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There is, of course, a mutuality of interest in any new
research
developments in information transfer. While academic
financial
cannot appropriately be undertaken for the purpose of
realize that the
gain by industry, academic researchers must
beneficial to
hardware applications are very often immediately
education.
exploration of the
Finally, there is a need for a thorough
opportunities and problems which exist in such cooperative
research.
Interrelationship of Education, Information,
and Library Service

Theoretical Premises
which it
New educational technology, and the new concepts
has largely stimulated, have raised some fundamental questions
what
about education, teaching, and learning. For instance, to
to the
extent is education the process of teaching, as opposed
Attempting to
process of encouraging and stimulating learning?
of this
seek answers to such questions is far beyond the scope
study, and indeed such questions have significance transcending
information
a research program in the area of libraries and generally acBut, if there is no authoritative and
transfer.
cepted answer to such questions, answers must be found, or
informapremises postulated, as a major factor in the overall
education
is
tion transfer research program, since, in any event
of books and
largely dependent upon information transfer by means
other informational resources.

Several scholars interviewed in
The Nature of Education.
need for a serious
the study expressed the opinion that there is
philosophy of eduexploration of the nature of education, or the
learning, as well as
cation, as related to both teaching and to
above, this topic
to knowledge and to information. As suggested
else in this research
to some extent transcends in importance all
program.
An equally fundaThe Nature of Information and Knowledge.
what we really mean
mental exploration is required to determine
information and
today--the 1960s and 1970s--by the concepts of
knowledge, and the extent to which these concepts are synonymous
factual information and
and interrelated. The difference between
The validity of genconceptual information must be clarified.
these
erally accepted and largely intuitive assumptions regarding
which the new
concepts requires rigorous scrutiny. The extent to
without impairing or
technology can help to provide information,
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reducing the intellectual exchange necessary to transmit knowledge,
must be investigated.
Motivation to Obtain Information. The essentially philosophiin the two previous sections of this projcal inquiries
ect must be related to each other and to practicality. We need to
determine how and why students are motivated to go to the library
(or to other collections) to obtain information. The ways in which
students can be motivated should be explored and examined.

Image and Self-Image of the Librarian
It is clear from the survey, and from library literature, that
many academic librarians are uncertain about the role which they
should play on their campuses. One encounters considerable and
understandable nostalgia for earlier, and simpler, times when librarians needed to concern themselves only with books. The nostalgic librarian, furthermore, believes that the traditional orientation of his profession has been scholarly rather than administrative.
In the light of the varied expression of views encountered, and the
frustration expressed by so many librarians, it is not only essential to the objectives of the research program to explore this question, it is professionally important as well. Advantage should be
taken of the research done earlaw in the history of libraries and
librarianship.
The Librarian as a Scholar. To what extent is there a logiabove? Is the librarian really
cal basis or the nostalgia
a faculty member, or is he essentially an operating service
administrator?

This question of the relationship of the professional library
staff to the teaching faculty is unquestionably one of the great
issues affecting the future of librarianship in the minds of a majority of librarians. Guy R. Lyle summarizes librarian viewpoints
"There was a
frequently heard during the course of this study:
time when librarians were scholars and scholars were librarians
The change from the
and the question of status never arose.
scholar-librarian to the administrator-librarian took place
The new librarian's approach was busiwell into the 1920's.
nesslike, pragmatic; in his eagerness to relate the library to instruction he exploited every possible angle of library service that
'By the very excellence of the service he
looked promising.
provided,' writes Julian Boyd, 'the librarian paradoxically devalued
Here and
.'
his profession in the eyes of the academic world.
there the penumbra of uncertainty regarding the librarian's place
in the college community has been eased by the soothing solvent of
an academic paper title, but the question of status remains a
source of frustration and concern to many.
.
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"Librarians participate in retirement, group insurance, and
health plans, but these benefits and others such as college education for children, travel allowances to professional conventions,
and supported leaves of absence for study and public service are
No such vagueness as this is
seldom spelled out for librarians.
permitted in the faculty ball park."26
These complaints were discussed with one senior university
administrator who was formerly a university librarian. He suggested that the librarian be given the title of "Dean of the Library." At first blush this might appear to be the "soothing solvent" which seems less than satisfactory to Lyle. But the
librarian-turned-vice president pointed out that the granting of
such a title should not be an empty gesture. It should reflect
the fact that, like other deans, the librarian is both an educator and administrator; he and his professional library staff
should be accorded all the rights and privileges of the professional educators in the staffs of deans and assistant deans.
A comparable suggestion was recently offered by Foster E.
"Among the most interesting of the new titles desigMohrhardt:
nating the chief librarian in universities is that of vice-president
for communications. This, too, reveals a realignment of activities
within the library and also some of the changes in the services of
the library itself."27
The Librarian as a Service Administrator. It is doubtful if
any responsibie da-aemiElibTiFiah would 17iinto avoid administrative and service responsibilities. But should these responsibilities be the most important in the role of the librarian?
Librarian Service Initiative, Some librarians, who might be
termeriricti-Niiti;" believe that it is the task of a librarian to
seek incessantly to improve service for their clientele--mainly
faculty and students. The other school of thought--which might be
labelled "responsive"--is not opposed to service as such, but tends
to view the efforts of the activists as involving much wheelspinning, with change largely for the sake of change; indeed, some
responsivists holieve that spoon-feeding by librarians impedes the
These issues should be explored on the basis
educational process.
of cost-effectiveness, if Hr no other reason.

26. Op. cit.

27. Mohrhardt, Foster E., "The Office of the Librarian," Wilson Library Bulletin, December, 1967, p. 395.
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Role of Information S stems in
oces
ucat on
e
there is less
It is evident from the above discussion that
role of the lithan complete unanimity among librarians as to the
and to some
brary in the educational process. While related to,
librarian's image and
extent following from, an exploration of the
and of other
self-image, the question of the role of the library
information systems in the educational process is far broader in
overall research
scope, and is fundamental to the objectives of the
program.
There
Relationship of Library to Other Informatio Resources.
services` of aca aaTcally
is great similarity in thi
form, and those of academuseful resources of information in book
ically useful resources in other forms, such as the audio-visual
The extent of the similarity, and the possibility that
mn(lia.
At present
then a may even be some identity, needs clarification.
competition
on too many campuses there appears to be unnecessary
the one hand,
and duplication of effort between book librarians, on
often called
and those specialists who are involved in what is
"instructional services," on the other. At the same time there
in services and
are, on many other campuses, serious deficiencies
that there is
available resources because of lack of realization
and
a similarity in function and mission of those who organize
control access to the various inforhational resource media.

There does appear to be one important difference between the
Books
academic utilization of books and that of the other media.
through an
essentially perform their information-transfer function
Most of
independent, individual process (in this case, reading).
the audio-visual media have the same potentiality of transferring
ininformation directly to an independently listening or viewing
of assistdividual. Yet they also have the additional potential
ing in the teaching process (as opposed to the learning process)
There needs
through graphic, dramatic, or other sensual impact.
difference
is, (b)
to be an exploration of (a) how important this
the extent to which it requires a different attitude and approach
providing servin organizing and controlling the resource, and in
and the
ice to users of the resource, and (c) how the resources
services based upon them are to be coordinated.
There should be examinaUse of Collections for Learnina
of the
tion of ways in which the various resources collections
library and other elements of the college information system can
individube employed to foster independent study and to encourage
consider concepts, techal progress. This examination should
niques, and facilities.
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This would be a similar
Use of Collections for Teaching.
examination of the manner in which the various information media
available on the campus can be organized and applied to teaching.
An important part of this examination will be a survey of the
various kinds of facilities and techniques which are being employed
and the potential adaptations of such facilities and techniques.
Also important will be the role of instructional services personnel
in guiding, and in providing assistance to, the teaching faculty.
Orientation Courses. Most librarians believe that there is
a need for more and better student orientation to library resources
than is now generally available. Yet most will also agree that
such courses in library use are all-too-often time wasters, and
rarely effective. Thus 'there is patently a need for investigation
of the requirement for instruction and the problems and deterrents
which seem generally to inhibit the effectiveness of library orientation courses or programs. There are enough apparently successful examples in this country and abroad (specifically in Denmark
and Great Britain) to warrant surveys to ascertain the extent to
which they exhibit common features, the extent to which they really
meet a requirement, and the manner in which they avoid or solve the
problems which so often act as deterrents. This area of research
should seek imaginative alternatives to traditional library orientation methods.

Learning Centers and Their Problems
There is a growing trend toward the learning-center approach
as a pragmatic means of assuring an effective integration of libraries and other information resources into the educational procIn some instances the learning-center approach is formal and
ess.
accomplished through organizational integration. In others much
the same effect is accomplished through informal coordination and
cooperation among librarians, directors of instructional services,
In the course of this study, four
and faculty administrators.
organizationally integrated learning centers were visited, as were
four institutions which had what might be termed "informal learnin
ing centers." The questions and issues suggested for research
this area of the overall program are based upon this observation.

Kinds of Learnin Centers. Aside from the question of organizational integration, learning centers vary primarily in terms
of orientation toward a library operational and service approach
To
or an instructional media operational and service approach.
It can also
some extent this is a reflection of personalities.
A number of the
be a reflection of administration predilection.
existing learning centers should be surveyed, and the results subjected to systems analysis.
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Sub ect Materials. The most serious and most common problem
encountere in all 0 the formal and informal learning centers
visited was that of subject materials in non-book media. The general complaint was that the various audio-visual materials are inadequate in both quantity and quality. Materials available from
external sources show wide variations in quality (mostly poor),
and are not readily adaptable to the individual requirements of
It also seems to be difficult to establish a
the professors.
really efficient and timely acquisition procedure. Yet there are
of
almost equally serious problems connected with the preparation
materials locally. These are often crude in comparison with
sophisticated comwercial recreational audio and visual materials
with which students are familiar (records, radio and television
programs, motion pictures, etc.). Yet both time and facilities
(and possibly talent) are usually lacking to produce materials of
the desired quality that are specifically tailored to local
requirements.

Danger.ofInhikitingjndependent Study. Without exception
learhin4-cenfers are dedicated to the obo
nd
the
jective of fostering independent study and encouraging individual
progress. Yet the procedures for making materials available to
students were such, at least in some instances, that students
could be easily satisfied with the specific materials made available to them by their professors, and were given little incentive
This
to look elsewhere for other sources of information or ideas.
would suggest that there is a dander that unimaginative adoption
of the learning-center approach will lead to spoon-fed education.
This possibility and its dangers should be explored, and antidotes
developed which will encourage teachers and students to seek exploration in all available resources, book and non-book.
Applicability of Programmed Instruction. The learningcenter environment appears to be particularly favorable to the
There
application of various forms of programmed instruction.
forms of
should be exploration of the efficiency of the several
book
programmed instruction in making use of available resources,
and non-book, to foster independent study and encourage individual
progress.
It is evident from the literat t ere Sas been some research into the effect of environture
the efficiency of study.
ment and facilities on study habits and
tt does not appear, however, that results of such research have
informal
been definitive. Meanwhile, in the various formal and
and
learning-center institutions--and others as well--the nature
quantity of study facilities provided appear to reflect predilections and personal experience of decision-making administrators
rather than scientific research results. In some colleges there

Stud_Habits and Facilities.
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facilities in the dormiis an effort to provide attractive study
encouraged to use the
tory areas; in others, students are subtly
laboratories; in a
library or other centralized study rooms or
all or most
different approach, students are overtly urged to do
the learning
of their studying in permanently assigned carrels in
in this
center. There is obviously need for a research project
analysis.
area utilizing both human engineering research and systems

rhe Library -College Movement
among
The basic objective of the Library-College Movement
of
academic librarians is to achieve a more intimate involvement
Its adherlibraries and librarians in the educational process.
ents believe that it is the wave of the future in librarianship.
manifestation of
Some critics, however, believe that it is only a
u,realistic nostalgia for the "govi old days" of librarian scholfaculty attitudes
ars, and reflects dissatisfaction with prevailing
toward librarians. Whichever point of view is the more accurate,
Even its critics
the movement is both widespread and significant.
that from
are generally in favor of the objective, and most think
than a librarythe movement will come something (probably other
relationship of
college) which will contribute to a more fruitful
libraries and the educational process.

Origins and Nature of Concept. The origins of the Library ascertain the exCollege Movement shouldbe explored in order to
The
tent to which it is a response to librarian frustration.
basis for most criticism is that despite a growing literature
lack of speciabout the theoretical library-college, there is a
about its functional
ficity and realism about the movement and
its generally apobjectives. Ways and means of accomplishinginquiry
into the motiproved objective can best be formulated by
vations of the founders of the movement.
Ideals and Practicality. The practicality of the movement
theoretical model
can perhaps best be ascertained by creating a
concepts which
of a library-college, based upon the ideals and
This model can then
can be found in the literature noted above.
of experienced libraribe examined by an interdisciplinary group
Adherents of the concept
ans and teaching faculty members.
should be included in this group.

Librarians who have exThe Reference Staff Alternative.
pressed doubts about the practical ti of the library-college moveTuent, have suggested that a more practical method of accomplishing
the objective might be to create a much larger reference librarian
staff, with each reference librarian holding an appointment within
of
an academic department or division, as well as being a member
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the library staff. One or more theoretical models of a library
and faculty so organized should be developed, for study and for
comparison with the library-college model suggested within the
previous section.
Coordination of Administration with
User-Oriented Service

The Concept of User-Oriented Service
Libraries and other collections of information resources will
always have to provide service. They will also inevitably be concerned with problems of administration, in order to be able to
program for
provide the service. During the course of the survey
this study, some faculty complaints were heard that librarians
tend to handle library administration for their awn operating convenience, rather than for the convenience of the user. Some librarians agree with the criticism. The fact that there are such
complaints, no matter what the justification, suggests the need
for investigation with a view either to correcting the causes of
complaint, or to assuring more understanding of the problems of
the librarian on the part of library clientele.
An interdisciplinary group
Missions and Priorities.
Libra
misof librarians an of er aca emic sc olars should review the
sions and functions of the library, and should establish priorities that reflect awareness of the needs and obligations of both
library staff and teaching faculty.
Attitudes of Library Staff and Library Clients. Based upon
the mi-siions and priorities established in the previous section,
and bearing in mind the related research on the image and selfimage of the librarian, a survey should be made of attitudes of
librarians and of library clients toward each other, leading to
recommendations which will improve mutual awareness of the somelibrary clients.
times conflicting requirements of library staff and
Evaluation of Administration and
Service Efficiency
Any operation responsible for providing service shouk. inefficiency of the
clude automatic procedures for evaluating the
Research in this area should be coordinated with that
service.
dealing with systems analysis, particularly the portion concerned
with statistics and measurement; without reliable statistics and
effective means of measurement the evaluation procedures can never
be fully effective.
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Procedures. It will be necessary to develop evaluation procedures. These should include tools and techniques for internal
self-evaluation, as well as for periodic inspection and evaluation
by outside specialists or consultants. These procedures should include provisions for automatic responses to correct deficiencies,
and to carry out recommended changes and improvements in service
and in administration.

User Surveys. The results of the survey for this study suggest that there is not enough effort upon the part of the average
librarian to learn the patterns of library behavior of his clients, or to determine their interests, or to ascertain their requirements. Instances were noted where special surveys by imaginative "activist" librarians were able to discover among their
teaching faculty patterns of behavior, or requirements, or deficiencies in understanding library capabilities, which the faculty
members themselves did not realize. The results in some instances
were not only an improvement in library service, but also improved
teaching.

The whole question of user surveys should be explored, in
order to ascertain what the potentialities can be, and to set objectives for the use of such surveys by librarians and those responsible for other collections of information resources. The
limitations of such surveys, both in terms of practical feasibility and useful application of results, should also be explored.

Employment of Part-Time Student Help
Considerable attention was paid in the interviews to the
question of the employment of part-time student help. There appeared to be a consensus among librarians regarding some aspects
of this question and wide differences of opinion in others. In
most academic libraries in this country, student help comprises a
substantial portion of the library staff. There are two princisuch employment provides a means for the
pal reasons for this:
college administration to grant financial assistance to students
who might otherwise not be able to afford college expenses; and
the cost of student help is considerably less than would be the
cost of employing other persons of comparable intelligence. Furthermore, there is an obvious educational benefit to those students who are at all serious in their work in the library.
The problems, however, are often substantial. Librarians
complain of high turnover, excessive time spent in supervision
and training, lack of reliability, and the like. Some believe
that the benefits--particularly in recruitment for the profession
--warrant the time and effort required to cope with these problems. Some do not.
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What is required, then, is a survey of practices and policies
in college libraries where students are employed on a part-time
basis, to ascertain the various way s in which this is accomplished,
and to determine the advantages and disadvantages under different
circumstances. This survey, then, sh ould be the base for a costeffectiveness analysis.

Centralized and/or Packaged Processing
Application of Systems Analysis. Eit her within the systems
analysis methodology study recommended as n earlier phase of the
research program, or as a separate but rela ted project, a survey
of practices and costs of processing materia is (books and other
information media) is suggested. There appe r to be two alternative means of reducing the currently rather h igh costs of processing through centralization and specialization: cooperation among.
Both of these
a group of libraries; or commercial processing.
should be explored, and should be compared for relative costeffectiveness.
Implications of the MARC proiect. Although t he Library of
Congress MARC pro3ect will be-the suLject of extens ive evaluation
by the Library of Congress, the American Library As sociation, the
Office of Education, and probably by others, further evaluation
should be made within the context of this research pr ogram, to
ascertain its implications for the processing costs b me by small
college libraries.

Budgets and Operations
Effect of Budget on Services. Several librarians hav pointed
out that one of t=he principal TiFtors affecting user-orient ed servIf t;ie
ice is the adequacy or inadequacy of the library budget.
budget is not sufficient to permit efficient operations--inc uding
required services as well as normal administration--something must
Inevitably the first thing to feel the pinch will be
suffer.
service to users, because all librarians will assume that their
primary responsibility will be to keep the library at least min mally operational, even if all customary services cannot be proMaking use of the related research in cost-effectiveness
vided.
of library operations, discussed earlier, the specific implications of budget shortages should be determined to provide guidance not only to librarians, but to college administrators as
well
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Operational Policy and Procedure Guidelines. In the course
of this stu y it as ecome evi ent t at one aspect of library
operations that will inevitably be affected by budget inadequacies
is the preparation and maintenance of written library policy
guidelines to cover all aspects of library operations and administration. Library schools emphasize the importance of such guidelines, elaborated in considerable detail. Yet library school
professors complain that even those that do exist are rarely kept
up to date.

The principal reason that operating librarians offer to explain this failure is that the requirements of administration and
service do not permit them to take the time to prepare and maintain such policies. Guidelines are among the first things to be
noglecteq in a situation of austerity or penuriousness.
Whether the need for such guidelines may not be so great as
the library school professors have indicated can be determined
only by survey and evaluation. The cost of maintaining written
policies should be determinable through systems analysis. The
availability of a firm cost figure, plus an assessment of the importance of the practice, will permit librarians and administrators to have a clearer understanding of the implications of including or deleting funds required to prepare and maintain such
documents.
The Buclot and Acquisitions. It is doubtful if any college
library will ever have sufficient funds to acquire all of the materials (including all media, not just books) in every subject
that every faculty member wants (or should want). One of the most
difficult problems of librarianship is to make certain that the
available funds are allocated equitably to mer_t the requirements
of every department and division, as well as the general bibliographic needs of the library.
Procedures for Selecting Materials. There is no greater
test of a librariiin diplomacy than in the establishment,
and equitable management, of procedures which will permit all
of the faculty to have a say in the acquisition of materials.
At the same time, he must use his own judgment as to the
awareness of faculty members regarding materials availability
in comparison to the knowledge of the new literature and
other materals among members of his own library staff, whose
duties require them to remain abreast of new materials.
Formula for Allocating Funds. A formula must be developed or the allocation oi funds to acquire materials to support the curriculum. This formula cannot be a direct relationship between class enrollment and funds, otherwise relatively unpopular but academically significant courses will
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be so deprived of funds that the quality of their offerings
will be affected, which could have an adverse effect upon
the quality of the entire school.

Information Storage and Retrieval Possibilities

History and Trends

Traditional Library Approaches to Information Retrieval. Information storage and retrieval is nothing new to a librarian.
The basic distinguishing features of a library--organization and
control--are expressly intended to permit ready retrieval of
stored information. And while, in terms of modern technology and
techniques, this may be a rudimentary form of information storage
and retrieval, the librarian is also intimately familiar with a
much more precise tool of information retrieval: the book index.
No one has yet devised, however, an efficient means for seeking
and finding, for retrieval purposes, an index reference in a book
among thousands of books.
Meanwhile, in recent years there have been developed a number of techniques for organizing, storing, indexing, and retrieving vast stores of quantitative or quantifiable information. Computers can do the job efficiently in very large stores of this
kind of information; other less expensive and less sophisticated
techniques can be used where the data bank is not too massive.
Efforts to apply comparable techniques to qualitative, conceptual information, such as is contained in most books (particularly in the social sciences and humanities), have not been very
successful to date. And so the gap persists between the library
subject catalog and the individual book index, a situation that
is frustrating and tantalizing to both librarian and information
systems specialist.
The "Information Explosion" and the Communications Problem.
inThe pririlEipal reagdei-for the sadden- interest in-fhe concept o
formation storage and retrieval has been the so-called "information explosion" of the last two decades, in which the proliferation
of published (and unpublished) written material has been so great
that scholars and specialists have suddenly found it impossible to
keep up with important documents relating to their professions.
Much has been written about the information explosion, which was,
for instance, the principal reason for Licklider's study of
t was the topic of an entire issue of
Libraries of the Future.a
-a- recent quarterly journal.29
28. Op. cit.

29. "The Information Deluge," The Johns Hopkins Magazine,
Fall, 1967.
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The new technologies have, of course, greatly stimultated the
information explosion, and the computer in particular has been blamed
for creating a situation in which scholars are drowning themselves
in their own intellectual output. But, as Martin Greenberger has
written, "the real villain in the information explosion is not prolific computers or prolific authors, so much as it is poor communications... . More people want and need more facts about more things
today than at any prior time in history; yet the mechanisms for
routing information are inadequate relics of a bygone age. Much of
what is circulated and distributed at presen.qois either not read or
not relevant to the person who receives it."
Fortunately, however, the computer and other new techniques can
perhaps provide the solution, or a variety of solutions, to the information explosion, as Licklider, Greenberger, and others suggest.
This particular research project can review these suggestions, and
perhpas provide others.
Requirements and Goals

There is no reason to believe that the gap between library subject catalog and book index cannot someday be eliminated. Most
people familiar with information storage and retrieval assume that
it will be--although not necessarily through the use of individual
book indices. But the solution is certainly beyond the predictable
future.

To help bring the solution closer to reality, there is a need
for librarians and information systems specialists to work together.
This need is well understood, and is being acted upon, in many places.
The contribution that can perhaps be made in the context of this
long-range research program is to investigate how improved information storage and retrieval can serve the requirements of increased
integration of education and of information resources on the college
campus. The need for a capability to retrieve qualitative information is perhaps greater in the educational process than it will ever
be in industry, where the emphasis is on quantitative and cuantifiable information retrieval.
this research program, there is a clear
Thus, as an element
opportunity to evaluate the requirements for qualitative information
storage and retrieval, and to set goals which will help to bring the
potentiality closer to reality. At present, requirements need to be
book
(1)
examined and goals set in at least three specific areas:
and document retrieval; (2) selective dissemination of information
(particularly to the faculty); and (3) direct access to information
content of books and documents.

30.

Ibid., p. 29.
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raM181___

Possible Research and Development
Once general requirements and goals are set, there will be
three areas in which this research program can contribute to achievement of the goals. The first will be through the efforts on one or
more college information transfer research centers, such as have
been discussed earlier (see p. 3)5. Another will be through cooperative research with industry (see p.37). And finally, in the course
of this extensive research program considerable qualitative (as well
as quantitative) information will be amassed. It is likely that
pilot projects for the most efficient use of this information can
contribute directly to the general goals of efficient retrieval of
any and all materials contained in college information resources.

Specifics of Establishing

New College Library

The final portion of the research program will relate earlier
elements to the specific problems of new college libraries. It
must be borne in mind that no final conclusions can be reached,
since each library will be conditioned by basic problems of availability of funds, the physical relationship of the library to other
facilities in the master plan of the college, the size of the campus,
the number of faculty and students, and the size of the library staff.
Operational Philosophy
Three principal and fundamental decisions must be made for each
selecting
library at an early stage in the planning development:
from among appropriate conceptual alternatives; determining the nature and extent of technological orientation; and deciding upon the
most suitable and useful relationships to be established with other
institutions.
Conce tual Alternatives. Will this be a traditional Library?
will it con orm to the extended library concept? will it be an
element of a learning center? will a library-college approach be
adopted? These appear to be the major, and not mutually-exclusive,
alternatives to be considered.
Technological Orientation. Consideration must be given to each
of the major new technologies which have had such a profound effect
audio-visual, miniaturization,
upon the academic library world:
reprography, and automation. To what extent will each of these play
a part in the new library? The decisions in each case will have a
bearing on other decisions, and particularly t1 se of the preceding
section (conceptual alternatives).

A number of sub-decisions will be
For instance:
of these technologies.
a dial access system be installed? In
will microfrom be used to build up the
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required with respect to each
In the audio-visual area, will
miniaturization, to what extent
basic collection of the new

library? In reprography, should there be an institutional policy
with respect to the danger of copyright violations? To what extent
should automation be applied to library operations at the outset?
the manner in
These are only sample questions that must be surveyed;
suggested in
which this is done and the efforts evaluated should be
this section, using earlier research results as a guide.

believe
Relationships with Other Institutions. There is reason to
policy, budthat many important decisions on construction, hardware,
in
gets, staff, procedures, and the like, will depend on the manner
cooperative activities
which the library will expect to participate in
of this hypowith other institutions and libraries. The validity
guidance
thesis should be investigated. If it appears justified, then
should be provided on the manner in which the various possibilities
decision being
should be assessed, with the implications of each
clearly understood.

Organizational Relationships

The matters on which guidance should
and responsibibe prFaTeTalial2515CE7tTings as chain of authority
lity, and budgetary procedures.
With the Administration.

staff
Are members of the professional library
With the Facult
Why? Or why not?
to be consi ere as ull-fledged faculty members? staff
in relation
In particular, the role of the library reference
particularly
to the teaching faculty must be carefully considered,
(discussed
on p.44)
if the alternative to the Library-College movement also deal with
is considered. This section of the project should and library oriensuch operational relationships as book acquisition
tation.
which of the four
With Instructional Services. Regardless of
recognized that the
conceptual alternatives is adopted, it must be
instructional
factors affecting the relationship of the library to
alternatives,
services might influence the decision on conceptual
and so these two research projects should be coordinated.
determined whether or not
With Commuter Facilities. It must be
should be established; the
a specia library-computer relationship
part of an overpossibility must be considered of including both as
whetehr or not the
all information systems complex in the college,
of separate
learning center approach is adopted. The possibility
library must also be conand independent computer facilities for the
promptly and signifisidered, particularly if it is planned to move
cantly into library automation.
.

Practical Plannincr Considerations

check list should be drt;1
An exhaustively compiled and annotated
must
developed covering all of the practical planning matters that
the decisions
be determined. Many, but not all will depend upon
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which emerge from the consideration of the materials to be produced
in the previous sections of this research project. Among major
items to be included in the compilation are the following:
Size of Library Holdino_. The library may be expected to inboss and periodicals, microforms, paintclude such resources as:
ings and art reproductions, art slides, recordings, and other media.
The most critical part of the guidance will be to suggest the best
use of available funds.
Facilities and E ui ment. The optimum size, nature, and design
carrels
of sued items as t e o iwoing must be carefully considered:
(electronically equipped and plain), other study facilities, typing
rooms, reading rooms, conference rooms, listening rooms, dial access
for audio-visual media, reprography facilities, automated shelving
and book retrieval systems, etc.
Construction Plans. In addition to the various decisions on
matters such as those listed above, such matters as availablitiy of
funds, master plan relationship of the library to other facilities,
size of campus, size of staff, number of students, etc., must be
considered in a very complex and time-consuming process.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

A PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAM OUTLINE
above, the following
Based upon the considerations discussed
comprehensive, coordiis proposed as the outline of a long-range,
of new college
nated research program for the design and development
libraries:
A.

Evaluation
Organization fo.. Direction, Coordination, and
1.
2.

B.

Research program objectives
of
Machinery for authoritative, responsible direction
the research program

Systems and Systems Analysis
system
The library as the prototype academic information
History of library processes and operations
a.
Basic definitions and concepts
b.
Library missions
c.
Up-to-date collection of resources
(1)
use
Facilities and services for satisfactory
(2)
of collection
not in collection
(3) Quick access to sources
Organization to perform first three missions
(4)
Other?
(5)
systems
Relationships between academic information
2.
Systems internal to the college
a.
Traditional library operations
(1)
Other information systems operations
(2)
library concept)
Integrated systems (the extended
(3)
Decentralization of library services
(4)
External systems
b.
Systems possibilities
(1)
Inter-college
cooperation
(2)
Inter-library cooperation
(3)
Regional networks
(4)
Systems analysis methodology
3.
Library functions and missions
a.
Operations and operating efficiency
b.
Measurement and statistics
c.
Cost effectiveness
d.
Predictions and projections
e.
transfer
Continuing research in information
4.
Requirements of small colleges
a.
Opportunities in small colleges
b.
Role of government
c.

1.
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C.

Opportunities and Problems in New Technologies
Man-machine relationships
The practical problems of adoption
a.
Adapting new techniques to old methods
(1)
Seeking and exploitinu new opportunities
(2)
Hardware deficiencies
(3)
The psychological problems of assimilation
b.
Human resistance to change
(1)
Danger of "over-sell"
(2)
Non -book (audio-visual) media
2.
Sound or audio transfer
a.
Visual transfer
b.
Radio and television
c.
Trends and opportunities
d.
Reprography
3.
The copyright problem
a.
On-demand reproduction
b.
Facsimile transfer
c.
Trends and opportunities
d,
Miniaturization
4.
Minitext
a.
Microform
b.
Roll microfilm
(1)
Microfiche
(2)
Aperture card
(3)
Microcard
(4)
Other
(5)
Ultra-microform
c.
Miniaturization and reprography
d.
Trends and opportunities
e,
Automation
5.
transfer
Current role of the computer in information
a.
In administrative operations
(1)
Conceptual innovations
(2)
Trends and opportunities
b.
Problems and deterrents
c.
Alternative facilities possibilities
d.
Small on-campus computers
(1)
Shared time service
(2)
Separate facilities for information transfer
(3)
(including library)
Cooperative research with industry
6.
Transferability of non-college experience
a.
Mutuality of interest in new developments
b.
Opportunities and problems
c.

1.

D.

and Library Service
Interrelationship of Education, Information,
1.

Theoretical premises
The nature of education
a.
The nature of information
b.
Motivation to obtain information
c.
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Image and self-image of the librarian
The librarian as a scholar
a.
The librarian as a service administrator
b.
Librarian service initiative
c.
Role of information systems in the educational process
3.
Relationship of library to other information resources
a.
Similarities in missions and services
(1)
Differences in missions and services
(2)
Coordination of resources and services
(3)
Use of collections for learning
b.
Fostering independent study and rsearch
(1)
Encouraging individual progress
(2)
Use of collections for teaching
c.
Provision of facilities
(1)
Guidance and assistance to teaching faculty
(2)
Orientation courses
d.
Need or purpose
(1)
Problems and deterrents
(2)
Evaluation of successful examples
(3)
Developing imaginative alternatives
(4)
Learning centers and their problems
4.
Kinds of learning centers
a.
Subject materials in non-book media
b.
Quantity and quality
(1)
External sources
(2)
Availability
(a)
Acquisition
(b)
Local preparation
(3)
Acquisition procedures
(4)
Danger of inhibiting independent study
c.
d. Applicability of programmed instruction
History and trends
(1)
Opportunities and limitations
(2)
Study habits and facilities
e.
Human engineering research
(1)
Centralized study facilities
(2)
(3) Optional study facilities
Systems analysis
(4)
The Library-College movement
5.
Origins and nature of concept
a.
Ideals and practicality
b.
The reference staff alternative
c.

2.

E.

Coordination of Administration with User-Oriented Service
1.

2.

The concept of user-oriented service
Library missions and priorities
a.
Attitudes of library staff and library clients
b.
Evaluation of administration and service efficiency
Procedures
a.
User surveys
b.
Objectives
(1)
Feasibility and applications
(2)
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3.

4.

5.

F.

Information Storage and Retrieval Possibilities
1.

2.

3.

G.

Employment of part-time student help
Advantages and disadvantages
a.
Cost-effectiveness
b.
Centralized and/or packaged processing
Application of systems analysis
a.
Cooperative possibilities
(1)
Commercial possibilities
(2)
b.
Implications of the MARC project
Budgets and operations
Effect of budget on services
a.
b.
Operational policy and procedure guidelines
The budget bind
(1)
Reassessment of need
(2)
c.
The budget and acquisitions
Procedures for selecting materials
(1)
Formula for allocating funds
(2)

History and trends
Traditional library approaches to information retrieval
a,
The "information explosion" and the communications
b.
problem
Requirements and goals
Book and document retrieval
a.
Selective dissemination of information
b.
Direct access to information content of books
c.
d.
Other?
Possible research and development
Information transfer research center
a.
Cooperative research with industry
b.
Other pilot projects
c.

Specifics of Establishing a New College Library
1.

2.

Operational philosophy
Conceptual alternatives
a.
Traditional library
(1)
Extended library
(2)
Learning center approach
(3)
Library-college approach
(4)
Technological orientation
b.
Relationships with other institutions
c.
Organizational relationships
With the administration
a.
With the faculty
b.
Status of professional library staff
(1)
Role of library reference staff vis a vis
(2)
teaching faculty
Operational relationships
(3)
With instructional services
c.
With computer facilities
d.
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3.

Practical planning considerations
Size of library holdings
a.
Books anti periodicals
(1)
Microforms
(2)
Paintings and art reproductions
(3)
Art slides
(4)
Recordings
(5)
Other media
(6)
Facilities
and equipment
b.
Carrels (electronically equipped and plain)
(1)
Other study facilities
(2)
Typing rooms, reading rooms, listening rooms, etc.
(3)
Dial-access for audio-visual media
(4)
Reprography facilities
(5)
Automated or semi-automated shelving procedures
(6)
and book retrieval
Other
(7)
Construction plans
c.
Decisions on G-1 through G- 3-b, above
(1)
Fund availability
(2)
College master plan
(3)
Size of campus, numhcr of students, etc.
(4)
Size of library staff
(5)
Other
(6)
d. Others
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VI,

RECOMMENDATIONS

It 2:s recommended that:
1,

2.

implementation of a
The Office of Education approve the early
in outline
research program along the lines of that presented
in the above Conclusions; and,

suitable to implement
In the absence of an existing mechanism
coordination, supthe recommended program (including control,
Education should at
ervision, and evaluation), the Office of
of approxan early date sponsor an intensive one-week workshop
imately ten qualified scholars to prepare dethiled.recommendathe program.
tions forappcopriateutachiner-r to implement
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Appendix A

TERMS OF REFERENCE
(Extract from proposal approved by U.S. Office of Education)

A.

Problem and Objectives

Objective
To ascertain the extent to which a research program can be formulibrary for a new,
lated to develop from inception.a completely modern
four-year liberal arts college, to the end that a practical laboratory
utilizing and impleand demonstration model library could be created,
menting the proven new library and information storage, retrieval, and
transfer techniques that have been evolved in recent years, in order to
facilitate library development for new colleges, or library redevelopment for existing colleges.
Rationale of Study: Conceptual Considerations
The Library Requirement. Despite many studies which reveal that
the proliferation of books and documents iscontinuing at a pace which i
virtually uncontrollable by conventional library techniques and technolo
demonstrated that ne
gy, despite the results of other studies which have
technology and techniques can cope with the problem, and despite the ALA
in 1963
e libit of a "Library of the Future" at the Seattle World's Fair
there have been relatively few efforts to use or to test pragmatically
many of the new techniques which have been sponsored or whose developmen
has been supported by the Council on Library Resources, the National
Science Foundation, and similar granting and supporting institutions.

The possibilities for future library development, and the opportunities for more closely integrating modern library service with the
education process, are tantalizingly suggested in two publications
which indicate that it is currently feasible to plan and to develop a
more effective modern college library:
American Library Association, The Library and Information
Networks of the Future, Grif iss Air Force Base, New York:
April 8, 1963 (Contract report for the U.S. Air Force).
Laurence B. Heilprin, et.al. (of the American Documentation Institute), Proceedings of a Symposium on Education
1965.
for Information Science, Washington:
Particularly relevant in the latter of these two volumes is an
essay by Warren F. Seibert, "Human Intellect and the Development of
Library Systems," which is abstracted as follows:
Two recent studies are briefly summarized. One has
traced the growth of 58 research libraries in the years
since 1950. It shows that these libraries acquired an
average of approximately 35,000volumes in 1950-51, that
this doubled by 1963-64, and that it may exceed 200,000
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volumes by 1979-80. The collections of the libraries
averaged 890,000 in 1950-51, grew to 1.49 million volumes
by 1964, and may average more than three million volumes
in 1980. Expenditures of the libraries averaged less than
one-half million dollars in 1950-51, reached $1.5 million
in 1964, and seem likely to average $5.4 million in 1980.
The second of the summarized studies analyzed numerous
characteristics of instructional message segments (drawn
from a linear instructional program in spelling) and used
quantifications of these characteristics which could serve
to predict each of four indexes of instructional effect.
Shrunken multiple correlations ranging from .74 to .80 were
obtained. These results and similar, earlier results suggest that effects of instructional messages can be effectively predicted and eventually well controlled.
It is suggested that information storage and retrieval
systems should be planned to accommodate library collections
of the size anticipated within the next few years and that
the training of information scientists may usefully apply
the developing techniques of educational technology.

Education and Information Technology Requirement. At present
practically all of the higher educational effort in the information
sciences is concentrated at the graduate level. it is believed, however, that with the rapid spread of data-processing machinery and
technology into all fields of human activity, any college graduate
should be familiar with basic punched card systems, copying systems,
indexing systems, and other available data and informational tools.
Furthermore, to enable students to make the maximum utilization of the
projected modern library, they should have a course of instruction in
these various systems, and particularly those which are available or
planned for the college library. Finally, it seems reasonable to assume that much of the most significant future research in information
theory will be undertaken by those who have had real experience and
considerable exposure to existing technology, and who are thereby
familiar with both the capabilities and limitations of such technology.

Obviously such systems instruction will be mostly technical in
nature, and it might reasonably be questioned whether such technical
instruction is suitable for college-level instruction. While this is
a question which must be investigated further in the research suggested
in this proposal, nevertheless two observations appear relevant. First,
teaching of currently available information systems technology and techniques will have a purpose analogous to basic instruction in languages,
in expository writing, and in science laboratory techniques which are
regularly offered in undergraduate college curriculums. Furthermore,
the instruction in these systems will be designed to acquaint the student with the systems concepts as much as with specific techniques and
technology, since these latter are constantly changing.
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021segILImINithosIng a Research Program
The Historical Evaluation and Research Organization (HERO) proposes
to develop a comprehensive research program which would take into consideration the conceptual considerations discussed above, and which
would formulate them into a related series of research studies, all
focused toward the establishment of an optimum library for modern liberal arts colleges. In this process of research program development,
HERO will bring together three scholars: one with experience in college
teaching, accustomed to the use of typical college library facilities
for himself and for his students; a modern library specialist; an information systems specialist. These three scholars would review relevant
documentary material, would review the status of studies and research
sponsored in the recent past by the American Library Astociation, the
Council on Library Resources, and the Inter-University Communications
Council (EDUCOM), and others, with a view to defining basic problems in
library development and ascertaining what is available in current theory
and practical techniques and existing hardware that can be applied to
assure the development of the most modern and forward-looking library
which is possible.
Particular attention will be given to explorations which have been
recently begun by new colleges in the process of development. The results of a recent conference conducted at Amherst, looking toward the
development of a new library for Hampshire College, will be of particular importance in this respect. (HERO has already been informally informed by Dr. Franklin Patterson, President of Hampshire College, that
all possible cooperation will be given in this project.)
Among other relevant new developments in the field of library, information service, and learning centers which will be explored are the
the Learning Center at Oklahoma Christian College; the autofollowing:
mated and semi-automated systems recently installed at Oakland Community
College, in Farmington, Michigan; the instructional procedures and techniques pioneered by Professor Samuel N. Postlethwaite at Purdue University in the Department of Botany; the shared-time system in use of computers now in progress at Dartmouth College; the Learning Center established at Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri; the new techniques and
technology being explored at Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, Oklahoma;
the experimental library system now in operation at Florida Atlantic
University; the library system being employed at Florida Presbyterian
College; the library reorganization programs now in process at Harvard
University, Dickinson College, and Franklin and Marshall College,

As a result of exploration of documentary materials on the "state
of the art," relating to such explorations as "the library-centered college," as well as by observation of actual experimental or operational
programs at various colleges and universities throughout the country,
period of three
the research team for this project will develop over a
calendar months a research program which will outline areas of research,
and specific suggested research projects in the four following areas:
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Systems designto include:

the internal library system; interrelationship between conventional, transitional, and experimental subsystems; and external relationship with networks such as that of EDUCOM.
The likelihood that networks of technical information centers have relevance will be explored.
such matters as recording
and storage; machine searching; analysis and evaluation techniques; and
technological developments in teletype, facsimile transmission, cathode
ray display, light pencil, optical scanning, photo composition, and the
Techn......_____gidtechniuesr-to include:

like.

Coordination of administrative and operational procedures - -to indocument acquisition, cataloguing, and the like. Standard
practices, as well as new developments, will be explored and compared.
clude:

Education information and librar service--to include:
the relationship o information science and technology to overall curriculum
development, and the elaboration of an instructional program for service
center utilization. Questions such as optimum size, decentralization,
and location with respect to other college facilities, will be
investigated.

B.

Detailed Work Plan

As soon as a contract is awarded, the principal investigator and
the project coordinator will prepare preliminary draft statements of
objectives, concepts, topical outlines, and suggested procedures for
the four or more separate research study plans which are now visualized
as comprising the general research program which this study is expected
to produce. These preliminary drafts will be circulated to the other
two principal participants for study and review, in preparation for a
one-day planning conference to be held as soon as possible thereafter.
At the planning conference the preliminary draft statements will
be revised and expanded to the maximum extent possible at this early
stage in the project. A consolidated list of questions, and of areas
for specific exploration, will be prepared, related to the principal
headings within each of the separate research plans, in order to be
able to complete the research plans. Specific tasks for exploration
of existing literature relevant to the overall project will be assigned
to each principal participant. In general, these tasks are expected to
be in the following categories:
Principal investigator:
Plans for conferring with scholars
or specialists engaged in relevant exploratory or innovative work at educational institutions, and for observing the results of this ongoing work.
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of preliminary
project Coordinator: Modification and expansion
drafts; necessary correspondence.
literature,
Information Systems Specialist: Review of relevant
exploration of current and projected techniques.

literature, exploraLibrary Specialist(s): Review of relevant
tion of current and projected techniques.
immediately send copies of the reThe principal investigator will
for exploration, as
vised drafts and the list of questions and areas
scholars or instituproduced by the planning conference, to interested
A) with a view to arranging
tional administrators (see list in Appendix
relevant activities,
a schedule of visits to confer regarding ongoing
As soon as possible
and to observe these activities, or their results.
keeping a complete record
thereafter, he will undertake these visits,
Upon his return to
of the results of all conferneces and observations.
his visits, circulating
Washington, he will prepare a complete report of
and to all of the scholars or
this to the other principal participants,
Comments
specialists whose names or work is referred to in the report.
will be invited.
(about ten
As soon as possible after comments have been received
project), the four principal particiweeks after the initiation of the
discuss preparation
pants will meet again in a one-day confernece to
the proposed research proof a final study report, which will include
A first draft of
gram, and its detailed, component research plans.
coordinator and circulated
this report will be prepared by the project Following this conference,
to all participants before the conference.
revised draft, on the basis of
the project coordinator will prepare a
then be circulated to the
the results of the conference. This will
possibly to other selected
other three principal participants, and
of the comments rescholars, for review and comment. On the basis
by the project coordinator,
ceived, the principal investigator, assisted
to the Bureau of Research, US
submit
a
final
report
will prepare and
Office of Education.
C.

Planned Use of Findings

submitted to all individuals
Copies of the final report will be
of the study, requesting their comments
who were consulted in the course
In particular,
as to the utility of the suggested research program.
responsible officials of new colleges
comments will be invited from the
to the value of this study report to
still in their formative stage, as
benefit from further rethem, and the possibility that they might also
in the research program recommended in
search along the lines suggested
the report.
the need for contincomments
suggest
anticipated,
these
If, as is
indicated in the study report, then
lines
of
research
uing along the
to obtain the required support to
appropriate action will be initiated
recommended in the study
carry out one or more of the research studies
report.
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Appendix B

Postulated Context
for a
STUDY TO DEVELOP A RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR THE
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN COLLEGE LIBRARIES

The Nature of the College
The college for which the modern college library design is
intended is visualized as a small institution; it probably will
have no fewer than 1000 students, certainly no more than 2000.
It will be a four-year, residential, coeducational, secular, nondiscriminatory institution.
The college will offer a liberal education (or liberal arts)
curriculum. In essence, this curriculum will give approximately
equal weight to the arts and humanities, the social sciences, and
the physical sciences.
The philosophy of the college will be forward-looking and
innovational, along lines such as those envisaged for Hampshire
College in its "Working Paper No. 1", Franklin Patterson and R.
Longsworth, The Making of a College, (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1966),
and for the prospective new Herndon College (name tentative) in
the Washington area, as expressed in "Academic Considerations
in Starting a New College", (HERO, Washington, 1967).
It is expected that, within the limits of its financial
resources, the college will make the maximum use of modern conceptual and technological developments for education, such as:
individual (or shared) audio-visual study facilities for students;
some form of programmed instruction in those subjects to which
it is adaptable, to facilitate individual study and individual
rates of progress; shared time computers for mathematics and the
physical sciences; instruction in modern information processing
concepts and techniques; etc.

The Nature of the Library
General

It is assumed that the college library will provide not
only traditional library facilities and services, but also whatever is available on the campus in the form of an information resources center, to include any or all leaning or teaching centers that are not integral to the facilities of a given department.
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(It is possible that one question to be considered in the research program is the extent to which there should be decentralization to departments -- as language learning centers -- as
opposed to centralization of all learning resources centers under
the control and/or supervision of the library.)

Much of the philosophy now to be found in the "LibraryCollege Movement" will be reflected in the relationship of the
library to the college. The library will be centrally located
in order that it may, physically as well as intellectually, be
(One question that
a focus for the academic life of the college.
will certainly have to be considered in the research program is
the question of possible decentralization of the library to serve
"clusters" of 400 to 500 students.)

The Libra

and Books

There will be no thought in this library that computers and
automation have displaced, or will soon displace, the book.
Books are expected to be as important to education and to the
library as they ever have been.
It is possible, however, that new means of electronic communication, and of transmission, may eventually give libraries
direct or indirect access to books in other libraries, thus permitting the possible pooling of resources, or of specialization.
Also, it may prove desirable in many instances to substitute one
of the many manifestations of microform for books. While these
possibilities will not eliminate books from the college library,
they may permit the library to get along without some books which
it might not otherwise be able to dispense with. Within the
limits of financial resources, it can be expected that the college librarian will strive to obtain any equipment, and to participate in any joint endeavors, which will permit such flexibility.

Professors will be encouraged to use paperback books for
their courses, and to require students to purchase such books,
to reduce or eliminate the requirement for placing texts on reserved shelves in the library.

Kinds of Holdings
The college library will not need the depth or variety in
its holdings that are essential for universities with their graduate programs. Furthermore, hopefully, the kinds of electronic
networks mentioned above will be particularly useful in obtaining
access to materials that would only rarely be used in undergraduate research.
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One important guide to the holdings of the college will be
Library
a list which is currently being prepared by the American
Association, which reflects considerable work by the University
of California in the extablishment of libraries for its new
(This list will be obtained as soon as it is ready.)
campuses.

The Library and Technology
It can be expected that the library will, to the extent
computer time is available, use computers for adminstrative purposes along lines ali,dady extensively pioneered and adopted in
things as cataa number of large libraries. This includes such
loguing, ordering books and periodicals, and the like.

As suggested above, the library will include one or more
learning or teaching centers whereby students will be encouraged
to use a wide variety of stored audio-visual materials to facilitate individual study, and to progress at individual rates of
capabilities. This will require the closest kind of coordination
and collaboration between the various professors and the librarylearning-center staff.
justiTo the extent economically feasible, and academically
fiable in terms of the curriculum and the level of studies, the
library will make use of modern information processing techniques
and stored data resources. (It is expected that the research
program will devote effort to the exploration of this area, and
particularly to the establishment of criteria -- including economic feasibility and academic justification -- for adopting
media and techniques.)
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Appendix C

IMPACT OF NON-CONVENTIONAL PROCESSES ON CONVENTIONAL
LIBRARY FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES

Enclosure 1

Prelininary List of

NON-CONVENTIONAL PROCESSES
(as, Techniques, Media, Tools, Systems, etc.)
1.

Automatic Data Processing (conputers)

2.

Microform

3.

Teaching Center (Learning Rcsources Center)

4.

Audio-Visual Materials

5.

Dial Access Systems

6.

Programmed Learning (non-computer)

7.

Facsimile Transfer

8.

On-Demand Reproductions (reprography)

9.

TV in Inter-Library and On-Campus Networks

10.

Automatic or Semi-Autonatic Gadgetry for Routine Functions
(charging systems, caneras, label pasters, etc.)
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Enclosure 2

Sample Process Work Sheet
It

APPLICATION OF NON-CONVENTIONAL PROCESSES
TO LIBRARY FUNCTIONS AND FACILITIES
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CONVENTIONAL
FUNCTIONS AND
SERVICES
Administration(Bud
get,Personnel,etc.
Acquisitions
Processing
(Books, etc.)
Circulation,
Desk Service
Circulation,
Reserve Shelves
Circulation,
Indefinite Loans
Circulation,
Administrative
Cataloguing
Reference,
Desk Service
Re erence Records
Reference,
Document Retrieval
Reference,
Data Retri_val
Reference,
Translating Servic=
Library Orientatio
Interlibrary
Loan Service
Reproduction
Displays & Exhibit

LIBRARY WORLD
Opera- Partly Planned;
LionOperational
a12
Testing'
1

.

SMALL COLLEGE LIBRARIES
Opera Partly Planned;
tion- Opera2 Developigg;
al'
tional
Testing
Remarks

ANALYSIS

APPLICATION OF NON-CONVENTIONAL PROCESSES1 TO LIBRARY FUNCTIONS AND FACILITIES

WORK-SHEET

Suit. For
Future
Research

,

i

t

,

,

Other Functions
(Incl."Processes")
Techniques; Media; Tools; Systems; etc.
1.
Entries to be descriptive, as: most, many, few, none, insufficient info., or N/A.
2.
Yes; No; or Doubtful.
3.

Facilities10ther

Announcements
Selective Dissemination of Info.
Community Service,
Adult Education
Community Service,
Book Reviews
Community Service,
Bookmobile
Community Service,
Special Orders
Community Service,
Other
Storage, Books
Storage,Periodical
StoragelDepository
(US,State,Local)
Storage,
Other Materials
Facilities,
Reading Rooms
Facilities,
Special Collection
Facilities Carrel
Facilities,
Typing Rooms
Facilities,
Microform Readers

Appendix D

INTERVIEW PLANNING
Enclosure 1

List of Questions

1.

Is there a written history of your library? If so, could
a copy be made available to us for use in this project?

2.

Is there a written description of the library, its services, and its resources? If so, could a copy of this
be made available to us?

3.

Can the library budget be made available to us?

4.

Do you have a copy of the recent publication: Books for
College Libraries, American Library Association, Chicago,
1567? ART-You ha7;0 any comments on this?

5.

Did you participate in the Creative Research Services
survey on the Use of Data Processing Equipment, sponsored by the American Library Association and the Special
Libraries Association? If not, did you receive an invitation to participate? If you did participate, do you have
any comments on the survey or its results?

6.

Regardless of your own background and academic specialty,
would you try to formulate in your own mind what you
would like to see, if you were in a small college, in the
ideal small college library. (A discussion of this quest
tion is expected to provide a useful point of departure
for the general discussion in the coming interview; presumably your answer will be in terms of policies, or people,
or hardware, or facilities.)

h

4

414,

44

41.

Enclosure

INTERVIEW WORK

KJ'.

44.- 4.4

2

SHEET

General Questions

1.

Comments on work sheet entered on sheet
Comments on list of processes entered on sheet

3.

Responses to questions sent in
advance - entered on sheet

4.

In a brief summary statement, what
would you like to see in an ideal
(but practical) small college library?
(Presumbly answer should be in terms
of policies, or people, or hardware,
or facilities.)

Would there be likely to be a different
reply from the following:
Librarians?

Faculty?

Administration?

Students?

Do you have any outside, nonacademic group or committee with
any responsibility for library
affairs, like the Harvard Visiting
Committees?
If so, what is its function?
Is it in writing?

What do you think of the idea of
such committees?
Would the chairman of that committee
mind being contacted by the Chairman
of the Herndon College Library Comm.?
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!",,,AAT

Interview Work Sheet
Is adequate use of the library
Ling made by the faculty?

G.

1.01,

What is the basis for your
assessment?
How could it be improved?

Is this a subject for useful
research?
7.

How is the library governed?
What are the lines of authority
and responsibility?
Are you satisfied with this?
If not, how should it be changed?

8.

What is the source of your
library's funds?
Is there any source other than
the normal departmental or
activity budget?

9.

In budgeting, is it possible to
shift funds between expense
categories, particularly between
hardware, books, and services?

10.

How are library purchases and services
correlated with the curriculum and
with research interests of the faculty?

To what extent are faculty members who
select books fully aware of the total
range of available literature?
11.

Do you have a regular library
orientation course for students?
When do you have this?
Does it accomplish its purpose
adequately?

What changes would you make,
if any?
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1.

Interview Work Sheet
12.

How should the administration of a
new college go about selecting a
librarian?
Does the ALA provide adequate service?

What is the most likely source for a
good librarian for a new college?
At what stage in college development
should the librarian be selected?
How much should he be paid?
qIra.rgwIeMnIMIM

Questions Primarily for Librarians

13.

Did you participate in the Creative
Research Services Inc., Survey on Use
of Data Processing Equipment, sponsored by the ALA and SLA?
Have you seen the results?

What do you think of the results?
14.

What do you think of the ALA publication on library statistics?
Are you satisfied with college
library statistics in general?
Do we need better or more
reliable statistics?

Why ;t.
How could we get them?
15.

How much benefit have you
gotten from research sponsored
by CLR, ALA, NSF (OSIS)?
Do you get reports on this
research in regular fashion?
How do you get them?
/4

(conit. on next page)

Interview Work Sheet.
15.

(con't.)
Does anybody else in the
college get them?

As far as you are concerned, has this
research been worth the expense?

Is there any way that it could have been
more worthwhile to you or to others?
16.

Have you used library (or management)
consultants at any time to evaluate
library procedure, collection, etc.?
What results?

17.

Have you ever made a library user survey?
What Kind?
What results?

18.

Have you ever made an analysis of
library personnel, the use of parttime help, use of temporary student
help, personnel turnover, etc.?
Any particular results?

19.

Is temporary or part-time student
help for the library useful to the
administration as a means of student
employment?
Do you agree with such a policy?
Can you make really effective use of
such help?
On a strictly cost-effectiveness basis,
could you operate better with fewer,
more highly paid, permanent people?

20.

Are you satisfied with existing literature about libraries in general, and
higher education libraries in particular?
Is it adequately indexed?
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Intervf.ew Work Sheet
21;

Are you satisfied with the role and status
of the library staff at this institution?
Why?

Is
Questions
22.

Re lat in

Primarily to

What do you think of the
Library College Movement?
Is it realistic?

Do you think it will have any results?

What results would you like to see?
23.

What library procedures are being
assisted by automation or other
mechanization at present?

24.

What new and/or unconventional library
services and functions have you been
undertaking in the last few years? What
has been your experience with them?
Experience

Unconventional Services

25.

What are your plans for the
future with respect to:
Computer use?

Microform?
Audio-visual materials?
Other new processes?
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Interview Work Sheet
What is being done in your college
(and in the region) with respect to
regional network development?

26.

.010..MM

What kinds of networks are being
developed?

What specific action is being taken
either to get started, or to improve
or expand the network?

41

What are the problems which interfere
with setting up networks, or with
having them operate as desired?
Are these networks user-oriented or
librarian oriented? Does this make
any difference?
If there is a network, is there any
real-time gain (counting the leadtime preparation, and the actual
processing time)?
27.

What is your attitude toward EDUCOM?
Why?

28.

What do you think of learning centers,
or teaching resource centers?
Should they be related to the library?
Should they be under, or part of the
library?

29.

Do you favor the idea of a required
introductory course in modern data
processing theory and practice, comparable to required courses in English
composition or laboratory techniques?

Would you or would you not include
library orientation with this?
30.

Are carrels fully utilized by students?
If not, why not?

con t. on next page)
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Interview Work Sheet
30.

(conit.)

Do you have any comments about the
psychological aspects of isolation
while studying?
Is there need for future humanengineering research on the subject
of carrels, particularly in the
new learning centers?
How do you overcome the normal
desire of the average student
to study in his room?
Should this desire be combatted?
31.

Should the library have general responsibility for all information services
or data processing on the campus?
Why?

32.

Should college computers be integrated
with or separated from the library?
Why?

33.

Have you read Computers on Campus?
What do you think of it?

34.

Have you read Computers in
Higher Education?
What do you think of it?

35.

What would be your reaction if the
Office of Education were to hold a
College Library Research Conference
to consider what should be done in
research for college libraries?
Who should participate?
To what extent should nonlibrarians participate?
How many people should attend?
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(conTt on next page)
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{

n

Interview Work Sheet
35.

(conIt.)
How long should it last?

Where should it be held?
36.

How could the questions asked in
this interview be improved?

37.

In the light of the purposes of
this research, are there any
other people with whom I
should talk?

Of these, which must I see
regardless of limitations
on funds?
Why?
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Appendix E

INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED AND INSTITUTIONS VISITED

Individuals Interviewed

Mrs. Patricia Andrews, Librarian, Institute for Defense Analyses
Mr. William Archer, Director, Instructional Services,
Florida Atlantic University
Mr. Rodney Armstrong, Librarian, Davis Library,
Phillips Exeter Academy
Dr. Joseph Axelrod, Center for Research and Development in Higher
Education, University of California at Berkeley
Mr. H. William Axford, Director, Library Services,
Florida Atlantic University
Dr. Neal Balanoff, Director, Instructional Services, Stephens College
Mr. John D. Bardwell, Educational Media Specialist,
New England Center for Continuing Education
Dr. Harold Borko, System Development Corporation
Mr. B. Barnholdt, Chief of Documentation Division, Danish Technological Library, Technological University, Copenhagen, Denmark
Mr. Lynn D. Bartlett, Director, Instructional Services,
Oakland Community College
Mr. Charles David Batty, School of Library and Information Services,
University of Maryland
Mr. Joseph Becker, Interuniversity Communications Council (Educom)
Mr. Rexford S. Beckham, Assistant Librarian, Automated Systems,
University of California at Santa Cruz
Mr. Donald V. Black, System Development Corporation
M. Bleton, Direction des Bibliotheques, Paris, France
Dr. Robert Booth, Chairman, Department of Library Science,
Wayne State University
Mr. Peter Brown, Keeper of Catalogues, Bodleian Library,
Oxford University
Mr. Douglas W. Bryant, University Librarian, Harvard University
Mr. Lawrence Buckland, Inforonics, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts
Miss Wanda J. Calhoun, Librarian, Florida Presbyterian College
Mr. Forrest P. Carhart, Jr., Director, Office of Research and
Development, American Library Association
Mr. Thomas Carlin, Assistant Director, Instructional Services,
University of California at Santa Cruz
Mr. Donald T. Clark, Librarian,
University of California at Santa Cruz
Mr. D.A. Clarke, Librarian, British Library of Political and Economic
Science, London School of Economic and Political Science,
London, England
Mrs. Evelyn Clement, Learning Resources Librarian, Oral Roberts Univ.
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Dr. H. Coblans, Director, ASLIB, London, England
Dr. Joseph Coffey, Political Science Department,
University of Pittsburgh
Mr. C.A. Compton, Science Department, Phillips Exeter Academy
Mr. Dana Cotton) Secretary of the School of Education,
Harvard University
Mr. Donald Culbertson, Executive Secretary, Information Science
and Automation Division, American Library Association
Professor Jon Culbertson, Chairman, Faculty Library Committee,
New College
Dr. Jay E. Daily, Associate Professor of Library Science,
University of Pittsburgh
Dr. J.M. Darlington, Associate Dean, Franklin and Marshall College
Mr. Richard Day, Principal, Phillips Exeter Academy
Mr. Edwin W. Dean, Coordinator, Educational Systems,
National Cash Register Company
Mr. Richard De Gennaro, Associate Librarian for Systems Developsnent,
Harvard University
Mr. J.M. DeJarnatt, Assistant Librarian, New College
Mr. William Duffels, Director of Research, Library,
Technical University of Delft, Holland'
Mr. R. Ernest Dupuy, II, Sales Manager, Data Computation Group,
New York Telephone Company
Dr. G.C. Eichholz, Director, Educational Resources,
University of South Florida
Mr. Yates Forbis, Deputy Librarian, Dickinson College
Mrs. Clarice French, Librarian, Oklahoma Christian College
Capt. C.T. Froscher, USN, U.S. Office of Naval Research, London, Englam
Mr. Wilson Garey, McGraw-Hill Book Company
Mr. James L. Glanville, Assistant Marketing Manager,
Industrial Products Division, National Cash Register Company
Mr. W. Guttsmann, Librarian
University of East Anglia, Norwich, England
Mr. Elliot Hardway, Vice-President, (Former Director of Library)
University of South Florida
Mrs. Mary Lou Harkness, Acting Director of Library,
University of South Florida
Mr. Robert J. Havlick, Librarian, Nova University
Dr. Robert M. Hayes, Director, Institute of Library Research,
University of California at Los Angeles
Dr. Laurence B. Heilprin, School of Library and Information Services,
University of Maryland
Mr. Earl A. Helgeson, Jr., Assistant to the President, New College
Mr. Gerald Hubble, Director of Library, Stephens College
Brig. Gen. Henry Huglin, USAF, Ret., G.E. Tempo
Dr. W.W. Jernigan, Director, Learning Resources and Libraries,
Oral Roberts University
Mr. Robert T. Jordan, Council on Library Resources
Professor John G. Kemeny, Chairman, Department of Mathematics,
Dartmouth College
Mr. Allen Kent, Director, Knowledge Availability Systems Center,
University of Pittsburgh
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Dr. Jerry Kidd, School of Library and Information Science,
University of Maryland
Mr. John Knapp, Information Systems Office, Library of Congress
Dr. Patricia Knapp, Professor, Department of Library Science,
Wayne State University
Professor Thomas Kurtz, Director Kiewit Computation Center,
Dartmouth College
Madame La Coin, Assistant Director, Library,
Institute of Political Science, University of Paris
Mr. David Lane, Project Director, Science Acquisitions Study,
American Library Association
Library,
Miss J.E.I. Larter, Librarian, Scientific Periodicals
Cambridge University, England
Mrs. Ruth A. Little, Librarian, Santa Barbara City College
Mr. Gerard B. McCabe, Assistant Director of Libraries,
University of South Florida
Mr. Glenn McMurry, Director, National Information Center for
Educational Media, University of Southern California
Dr. Samuel H. Magill, Dean of the College, Dickinson College
Mrs. Barbara Evans Markuson, Graduate Library School,
University of Chicago
Mr. Jules Mersel, System Development Corporation
Mr. Thomas Minder, Executive Director,
Pittsburgh Regional Library Center
University
Mr. John H. Moriarty, Director, University Library, Purdue
Professor Louis Morton, History Department, Dartmouth College
Miss Judy Murray, Assistant Librarian, Auburn Campus,
Oakland Community College
Mr. Richard Nelson-Jones, Acting Director,
New England Board of Higher Education
Washington, D.C.
Dr. David Nolan, Director, Educational Testing Service,
Dean R. Stafford North, Dean of Instruction,
Oklahoma Christian College
Dr. Ralph H. Parker, Librarian, University of Missouri
Dr. Franklin Patterson, President, Hampshire College
College
Mr. William A. Pease, Librarian, Franklin and Marshall
Information,
Mr. Brian Perry, Office of Scientific and Technical
England
Ministry of Education and Science, London,
Mr. Paul A. Perry, Assistant Dean, School of Education,
Harvard University
des Bibliotheques de France,
M. Paul Poindron, Inspecteur General
Direction des Bibliotheques, Paris, France
Professor Samuel N. Postlethwait, Professor of Botany,
Purdue University
of Pittsburgh
Dr. Wesley Posvar, Chancellor, University
Education Network
Mr. Donald R. Quayle, Executive Director, Eastern
President, Stephens College
Dr. James G. Rice, Academic Vice
University of London, England
Mr. D.T. Richnell, Goldsmiths' Librarian,
National Information Center
Mr. Thomas Risner, Assistant Director,
California
for Educational Media, University of Southern
Dr. Vernon Ritter, Librarian, Westmont College
Duke University
Dr. Theodore Ropp, Professor of History,
Services,
Mr. Marvin J. Rosen, Director, Instructional
University of California at Santa Cruz
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Mr. Melville J. Ruggles, Executive Director,
National Advisory Commission on Libraries
Dr. James E. Russell, Educational Policy Commission,
National Education Association
Mr. Harold Schell, Assistant Director, Public Service - Library,
University of Pittsburgh
Mr. P. Schuller, Director, Armed Forces Technical Documentation
and Information Center, The Hague, Netherlands
Mr. Lewis Schultheiss, Acting Director, Libraries,
University of Illinois at Chicago
Mr. Stephen Sicard, Media Information Specialist
Mr. Harry F. Silberman, Head, Education and Training Staff,
Technology Directorate, System Development Corporation
Dr. H.W. Sinaiko, U.S. Office of Naval Research, London, England
Dr. Charles W. Slack, Westinghouse Learning Corporation
Dr. Robert'Snider, Division of Audio-Visual Instructional Service,
National Education Association
Mr. Jack P. Solovy, President, CORCO, Inc.
Mr. Helge Stenkilde, Inspector of Public Libraries,
Copenhagen, Denmark
Dr. C. Walter Stone, Director of University Libraries,
University of Pittsburgh
Miss Elizabeth Stow, Union Catalogue Librarian,
Scientific Periodicals Library, Cambridge, University
Capt. Ralph Styles, USN, Ret., Director of Planning, New College
Mr. Thomas Sutton, Audio-Visual Department, Oakland Community Colllege
Santa Cruz
Mrs. Tansey, Assistant Librarian, University of California,
Mr. Rcbert S. Taylor, Director of the Library, Hampshire College
Dr. Arthur D. Trottenberg, Assistant Dean, Faculty of Arts and Sciences;
Harvard University
Professor William R. Van Cleave, School of International Relations,
University of Southern California
Mr. Donald E. Vincent, Librarian University of New Hampshire
Madame Wang, Assistant for Cataloguing, Library,
Institute of Political Science, University of Paris
Dr. L. J. van der Wolk, Librarian, Technical University of Delft

Institutions Visited

Academic--United States
Dartmouth College
Dickinson College
Florida Atlantic University
Florida Presbyterian College
Franklin and Marshall College
Hampshire College
Harvard University
New College
Nova University
Oakland Community College
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Oklahoma Christian College
Oral Roberts University
Phillips Exeter Acadeny
Purdue University
Santa Barbara City College
Stephens College
University of California at Berkeley
University of California at Los Angeles
University of California at Santa Cruz
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Maryland
University of Missouri
University of New Hampshire
University of Pittsburgh
University of South Florida
University of Southern California
Wayne State University
Westmont College

General -- United States

American Library Association, Chicago, Illinois
COROO, Inc., Chicago, Illinois
Council on Library Resources, Washington, D. C.
Division of Audio-Visual Instructional Service,
National Education Association, Washington, D. C.
Eastern Educational Network, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Educational Policy Commission,
National Education Assc-iation, Washington, D. C.
Educational Systems, National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
Information Systems Office,
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
Inforonics, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, New York
National Advisory Commission on Libraries, Washington, D. C.
New England Board of Higher Education, Durham, New Hampshire
New England Center for Continuing Education, Durham, New Hampshire
New York Telephone Company, New York, New York
Pittsburgh Regional Library Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Systen Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California

AcademicEurop?.
Cambridge University, England
Danish Technological University, Copenhagen, Denmark
Institute of Political Science, University of Paris, France
London School of Economic and Political Science, England
Oxford University, England
Technical University of Delft, Netherlands
University of East Anglia, Norwich, England
University of London, England
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General--Europe
Association of Special Libraries and Information Bureaus,
London, England
Directorate of Libraries of France, Paris, France
Inspectorate of Public Libraries, Copenhagenw Denmark
ation
Netherlands Arned Forces Technical Documentation and Inforn
Center, The Hague, Netherlands
Officaela Scientific and Techitic.al anforii.ation;
Ministry of Education and Science, London, England
U. S. Office of Naval Research, London, England
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Appendix F

A PROPOSED STANDING COMMITTEE ON
COLLEGE LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION TRANSFER RESEARCH
The research program suggested in this report could be implemented (to include control, direction, supervision, and evaluation)
by a Standing Committee on College Libraries and Information Transfer Research. The Committee would be established by the Commissioner
of Education (or other appropriate public or private official) and
would be composed of not more than 20 persons, so distributed geographically that each region for which there is a regional accrediting association would be represented by at least one academic member. The membership of the Committee would include at least one
individual representing each of the following qualifirlations or chavaeteristics (in some cases one person could fill two of the positions
indinated):
A college librarian (or director or dean of library)
A senior academic research librarian
A professor (or dean) of a library school
A professor (or dean, or director) of information science
Two professors from the physical sciences (different disciplines)
Two professors from the social sciences (one an economist)
A professor from the humanities
A college academic dean or academic vice president
A professor of education
A commercial information systems specialist
A representative of the electronics hardware industry
A representative from non-electronic educational industry
A representative from private, non-industrial research
A representative from the publishing industry
A representative from the Library of Congress
A representative from the Office of Education
The Chairman (appointed by the Commissioner of Education) would
be authorized to establish a small permanent staff consisting of no
more than three persons, including an Executive Secretary.
The Committee's assigned mission would be to direct, coordinate,
and evaluate the long-range research program for college libraries
and information systems. It would be required to meet at least twice
At its
annually. Otherwise, its procedures would not be prescribed.
first meeting the Committee would establish its methods of operation,
program for carryset preliminary goals and objectives, and lay out a
ing out its responsibilities, subject to approval by the Commissioner
of the
of Education. The first financial requirement for the support
long-range research program would be the provision of funds for a
modest and austere budget for the Committee and its staff.
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This study formulates a research program to facilitate the establishment of libraries for small liberal arts colleges using modern library
methods and technology and new techniques of information storage, retrieval
and transfer. As a result of exclusive interviews with librarians and
others in the United States and Europe and from a review of current literasystems
ture, areas in which fUrther research is needed were defined as:
analysis and design; new technology and techniques; coordination of administration and user-oriented service; interrelationship of education, information, and library services; and potentialities of information storage
libraries
and retrieval. New educational concepts and techniques affecting
include more independent study, integration of academic disciplines, audiotutorial teaching methods, learning centers, and the library-college. The
ambiguous relationships of non -book information media --audio - visual, reprographic, miniaturized, and automated--to the college library require
the library and the
clarification. The objectives of education, the role of
librarian, coordination with the faculty in book selection, budget problems,
potentialities of the computer, inter-library cooperation, cost effectiveproblems that need study
ness, and decentralization vs. consolidation, are
A detailed outline of
as a basis for development of a new college library.
a research program is included.
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